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PAINTING PROGRESS — Three youngsters display their finished finger painting work at Calloway Cou
nty Public
library during a "Story Hour" Wednesday. From left are John Parker, Amy Parker and Stephanie Yarbo
rough. "Story
Hour" is a part of a 4ries of weekly activities for children at the local library. Stall Photo by Lowell Atchley
Administration Launches Counter
Attack In Effort To Save Treaty
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The Carter
administration's military and
diplomatic forces are mounting a
united, point-bypoint counterattack
against a well-organized campaign to
scuttle the Panama Canal treaty.
In two days of hard-sell testimony
this week, senior administration
officials sought to reply to the anti-
treaty campaign and to specific
conservative arguments against
ratification.
Conservative opponents of the trppty
have argued that the treaty diia-hot
guarantee the U.S. right to defend the
canal after it is turned over to Panama
in the year 2000.
• But in Senate testimony Tuesday,
Defense Secretary Harold Brown and
Gen. George S. Brown, chairman of the
Winchester Added To
Newspaper's Ad Staff
Joe Pat Winchester„ a veteran with
almost 25 years in the' print business,
has joined the Murray Ledger and
Times as an advertising sales
representative, newspaper publisher
Walter Apperson has announced.
Winchester until December, 1976,
owned and operated Winchester
Printers on North Fourth in Murray.
The 40-year-old Winchester lives at
Lynn Grove with his wife Hilda, and
their children Mark, a junior at
Calloway County High, and Pam, a
student at Southwest Elementary. A
son Randy, a Murray State junior, is
married and lives at College Courts.
Winchester is a 1955 graduate of New
Concord High School.
The new advertising sales
representative started in the print
business with the Murray Democrat
while still in high school. After
graduation, he held a number of
printing jobs, including work with the
Murray Ledger and Times, the former
Marshall Courier in Benton, the
Mayfield Messenger, the old Lyon
County Herald and again for a short
time, the Murray Democrat.
Winchester owned and operated the
now out-of-business Calloway County
Shopper. In 1964 he opened Winchester
Printers and operated that business
until early this• tyear.
The new I advertising sales
representative is active in the Salem
Baptist Church where he serves as a
church deaton, Sunday School teacher
and church treasurer.
During the past summer Wtnchester
joined a number of othei area ministers
and church workers in a crusade in
Trinidad off the coast of South
America. The crusade, Winchester
says, led to the conversion of 141 to
Joe Pat Winchester l
Christianity and brought about 138
rededications to the church.
Winchester is an avid fisherman and
has a particular fondness for deep sea
fishing. A 91 inch mounted sailfish is
displayed in the dining room at his
Lynn Grove home attests to that.
Former Governor Wendell Ford
named Winchester a Kentucky Colonel
during his Administration.
Murray Ledger and Times publisher
A pperson said of Winchester's
appointment, "We are very pleased
that Joe Pat has been added to our
advertising sales staff. His knowledge
of the business will be an asset to us as
well as to our many advertisers."
Winchester replaces Frank Gonzales
on the advertising staff. Gonzales is
now associated with the recently
formed Marshall County Messenger, a
new weekly publication.
inside today . 'Two Sections — 28 Pages
S.
With hunting season upon us it's natural to begin
thinking of recipes for cooking wild game. Mrs. Ed
Diuguid shares some of her favorites on today's Cooking
Corner Section B, page one.
chance of rain
Mostly sunny today with high in
the mid to upper 70s. Increasing
cloudiness tonight with slight
chance of rain by morning, low in
the mid 50s. Mostly cloudy
Thursday with rain likely and
possibly a few thundershowers,
high in the mid 70s.
today's index
Cooking Corner  1-B
Classifieds  10-B, 11-B
Comics  9-B
Crossword 9-B
Dear Abby  3-B
Deaths & Funerals 16-A
Horoscope .. 3-B
Inside Report 5-A
Let's Stay Well 7-A
Local Scene 2-A, 3-A
Opinion Page 5-A
Sports 10-A, 11-A, 12-A
military Joint Chiefs of Staff, stressed
that there will be a far more dangerous
military threat to the security of the
canal if the treaty is rejected than if it is
ratified.
Meanwhile, retired Adm. Thomas
Moorer, one of four former chiefs of
naval operations on record as opposing
ratification of the treaty, was called
before the House International
Relations Committee today.
In his testimony Tuesday before the
Senate Foreign Affairs Committee,
Defense Secretary Brown said: "The
canal was built for shipping, not
slogans. The treaties you are
examining provide real security; riot
paper claims. They offer the most
practical guarantee obtainable that the
canal will remain operational, secure
and available to the United States."
And Gen. Brown indicated the nation
would have to be prepared for a long
period of military action in Latin
America if the Senate refuses to ratify
the treaty.
He said a guerrilla warfare campaign
from inside Panama would require
three divisions or about 100,000 men to
assure an adequate force to protect the
canal. He said even a U.S. military
force of that size -could not stop
saboteurs or commandos from causing
enough damage to force the canal to
close down for short periods.
And Secretary Brown said efforts to
operate in such a hostile environment
would mean repeated shutdowns that
would require the United States to
respond with military force "over and
over again."
Asked to respond to critics who say
that making the canal a neutral zone
would open it to enemy shipping in time
of war, Secretary Brown said the treaty
does give the ships of all nations access
to the canal — but it does not guarantee
them safe passage to reach it.
Adm. James L. Holloway III, chie4of
naval operations, told the Senate panel
in a written statement that approving
the treaty would contribute to "a
friendly and cooperative attitude"
toward the United States by Latin
American countries.
Meanwhile, a subcommittee of the
Senate Judiciary Committee
subpoenaed a recently discharged
Army sergeant who allegedly passed to
the Panamanian government evidence
that U.S. intelligence agents bugged
Panama's treaty negotiating team.
Henny Youngman
To Appear At MSU
Comedian Henny Youngman will
appear Thursday at 8:30 p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium at Murray State
University.
Admission to the performance is free
for MSU students and $2 for non-
students.
Youngman, known as the "king of the
one-liners," has been in show business
for over 50 years and has appeared all
over the world peddling his gags and
playing his violin.
The 71-year-old stand-up comic has
written a joke book entitled, "I Don't
Want My Name On This Book.
( Anonymously by Henny Youngman i'•
and appeared in the Mel Brooks film
"Silent Movie."
Youngman's appearance i.
sponsored by the Student Government
Association at Murray State as part if
the Insight Lecture series.
Senate Struggles To End
Deadlock On Gas Pricing
By JOHN LENGEL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The Senate
struggled today to break a deadlock on
natural gas pricing after holding its
first allnight session since the epic
battle over the 1964 Civil Rights Act.
Sleepy-eyed lawmakers shuttled to
and from the Senate floor for a
seemingly endless chain of minor votes.
Except for a breakfast break this
morning, the Senate had been in
continuous session for 27 hours as of
noon.
Senate Democratic Leader Robert C.
Byrd has been unsuccessful in attempts
to break the filibuster led by two
senators who want to block a vote on an
industry-supported plan to lift price
controls from natural gas.
"We've had about enough of this
foolishness," Byrd declared at dawn.
But by mid-day there was no sign that
the West Virginia Democrat was
making headway in ste.ering the Senate
toward a final vote.
One natural gas amendment
unrelated to the filibuster was
approved 74 to 18. Sponsored by Sen.
Bennett Johnston, D-La., it would allow
utilities and industries to sell natural
gas at high prices to make it
economically possible for them to
switch to crude oil expected in large
amounts from Alaska's North Slope.
The Senate faced a decision on
whether to vote to reRlace President
Carter's plan for continued price
controls with a deregulation plan
favored by the industry.
Unlike earlier talkathons, where
senators could steal away for several
hours of uninterrupted sleep, this
filibuster was being waged with votes
instead of words.
Nearly all of the senators had been
present, at least from time to time,
during the night.
Sens. James Abourezk, D-S.D., and
Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, leaders
of the stalling action, called for
repeated rollcall votes, forcing
legislators to engage in the arduous
task of taking up separately some 500
amendments to the bill.
As the morning wore on, senators
primed themselves with coffee and
shuffled back and forth between the
Senate floor and nearby rooms where
cots were set up. But few caught much
sleep.
"This is barbaric," grumbled Senate
Republican Leader Howard Baker of
Tennessee. "These cots are useless
with these votes coming up every 15
minutes."
Byrd said failure to act on the gas-
pricing bill jeopardizes passage of
Carter's entire energy package. He
added that the President is likely to call
Congress back into session if it
adjourns without reaching a decision.
Even though the Senate voted earlier
in the week to limit each senator's
speaking time to one hour apiece for the
remainder of the debate, the tactic
failed to deter either Metzenbaum or
A bourezk .
They just switched tactics, stopped
talking and began demanding votes.
The aim of the two senators is to stall
for time while pushing their proposal to
continue federal control of natural gas
prices with as low a price as possible.
Oil and gas industry lobbyists and
sympathetic senators want an end to
controls. They think they will prevail if
they can sweep away the parlirnentary
tangle and put their proposal to a vote.
In a preliminary test shortly after
midnight, the Senate refused by a vote
of 47 to 40 to table the latest
deregulation proposal managed by
Sens. Lloyd Bentsen, 1)-Texas, and
James Pearson, R-Kan.
Carter says he will veto any plan that
lifts federal controls.
Deregulation proponents claim the .
controls have kept the price of gas
artificially low, discouraging
development of new supplies. But
Carter contends that the controls are
needed to protect consumers from
soaring gas bills.
Scotsman Visits Here
What's Under The Kilt? Is
Most Often Asked Question
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
What's the most often asked question
adant a Scotsman?
The answer: What do the men wear
underneath the kilt?
"They want to find out what's
underneath. I get a lot of joking about
it," Ivor J. H. Bennett laughed.
The moment people find out that
Bennett is from Scotland they want to
talk about two things, Bennett said
today Scotland and the kilt.
Bennett doesn't mind for a minute
talking about his native country. -But
you can't sell insurance that way," he
said.
Now a U.S. citizens, Bennett lives in
Martin,. Tenn., with his wife Gail, who a
journalism major finishing her last
year at the University of Tennessee at
Martin (UTM).
Bennett was in Murray today and was
interviewed on WAS radio.
"The kilt," Bennett said," is the
formal dress of Scotland. We have the .
formal, semi-formal and everyday
wear." When Wearing the formal kilt, a
Scotsman is apt to wear a Sporran, a
pouch made from otter, badger, fox or
cat.
Bennett Wednesday wore a black,
long sleeved coat. Coat buttons, he said,
will usually carry a Scotsman's clan
crest. Bennett's clan is Cameron. Along
with the kilt and coat, a Scotsman may
be found carrying a short bladed knife.
"It.used to be worn under the armpit
up until about the mid-1700's. After the
Civil War when England banned
Scotsmen from carrying weapons, men
started hiding it in their stockings
Bennett explained.
Although the kilt is an oddity in the
United State and even in some parts of
Scotland, the piece _ of cloth is very
practical, Bennett said. "It originally
was just a length of cloth about 12 yards
long which wrapped around the waist
and the rest was thrown across i the
shoulder. There's only about eight
yards in this one," Bennett said
pointing to his kilt.
The tartans (patterns) in the kilt also
have significance, Bennett said.
Scotsmen identified ea.ch other by
family and knew which clan a person
was from by looking at the patiern on
the kilt. "Every tartan denotes a clan,"
Bennett said.
How do you keep your legs warm?
"There is a lot of material there. It's
pure wool," Bennett said.
Bennett, 35, came to Martin in June
tj way of South Africa, the West Indies,
Antarctica, where he worked as a radar
technician with a South African
research team.
He met Mrs. Bennett, the former Gail
Sutton, while a radio operator on a
cruise vessel in the Carribbean in 1974.
After the cruise the then Gail Sutton
returned to UTM and Bennett went
back to Scotland. A 10 month sequence
of correspondence followed. and
Marriage came in November. 1975, not
in Martin. but in Bennett's home
FORMAL DRESS — Ivor I. H. Bennett, a native Scotsman now living in Mar-
tin, Tenn., with his wife Gail (Sutton), poses wearing the traditional formal
dress of his native country, the kilt. Bennett was in Murray Wednesday for a
personal appearance on a local radio station. The small pouch at Bennett's
fingertips is called a Sporran. Staff Photo by towel' Atchley
country. The two were married in an
Episcopal Church near Bennett's
family home in Inverness, Northern
Scotland, some six miles from the home
of a historical figure, the Loch Ness
monster.
Bennett said he finds many
similarities between Scotland and
Tennessee and Kentucky. ''Tennessee
is similar. I've worked in west, middle
and east Tennessee. and if you take the
three areas, east Tennessee is like the
Highlands of Scotland, .middle
Tennessee is more like the middle of
Scotland and west Tennessee is similar
to our Lowlands," Bennett said...
. Bennett said that "basically" people
in west Tennessee and Kencucky are
also similar. In both areas they are
helpful and neighborly." he said. In the
rural areas, he added, the people will
tend to be clannish.
The climate generally is cooler year
round compared to west Tennessee.
Bennett said.
The pub, Bennett said, is the center of
social life in Scotland. A working man
will probably visit the pub at least once
a day and for lunch have a meat pie,
beans, and a pint of beer.
A social custom also centers around
not refusing a drink when a friend
offers it. Should a person open a bottle
of Scotch in the Highlands and toss the
cork in the fire, it's an insult not to
finish the bottle, Bennett described.
Bennett said he and his wife Gail plan
to stay in Martin at least until Mrs.
Bennett- graduates from college. He
indicated a decision about where to
finally settle will depend on his position
with his insurance company.
"At least I got my wandering done
before I put my roots down,'-tennett
chuckled.
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Miss Richardson Married
To Mr. Hurter At Church
The sanctuary of the First
Baptist Church was the setting
of the August eighteenth
wedding of Miss Beth
Richardson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bethel Richardson,
Murray, and Mark H. Hurter,
son of Mr. and Mrs. H. C.
Hurter of Tuscaloosa, Ala.
The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittakei
officiated at the double ring
ceremony. The vows were
exchanged before the altar
centered by an arch can-
delabrum entwined with
greenery. Spiral candelabra
and baskets of pastel flowers
flanked either side of the arch.
The family pews were marked
with white satin bows.
Richard Jones, organist and
Gus Robertson, soloist,
presented a - program of
nuptial music. Vocal selec-
tions were "Annie's Song,-
"Whither Thou Goest" and
"The Lord's Prayer."
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted by her
father and given in marriage
by her parents, wore a gown of
her own design of chantilly
lace over peau de' soie. The
gown featured a fitted bodice
with a sweetheart neckline.
The skirt of ruffled tiers of
e extended into a chapel
train. The long tapered
s eeves ended in lace scallops
at the wrist. Her only jewelry
was a strand of pearls
belonging to her mother and
she wore a sixpence in her
shoe.
Her fingertip veil of illusion,
edged in lace scallops, was
attached to a headpiece of
petal design of lace and
illusion accented with seed
pearls. She carried a cascade
bouquet of white rosebuds,
baby's breath and asparagus
fern.
As she was escorted to the
altar, the bride paused to
present her mother with a
rosebud from her bouquet and
upon leaving, she presented
her new mother-in-law with a
rosebud.
Miss Teri Rice served as
maid of honor and
bridesmaids were Miss
Michele Richardson, Mrs.
Keith Hosford and Ms. Audrey
Brown, sisters of the bride.
They were 'identically at-
tired in formal gowns of blue
floral nylon organza featuring
a deep V neckline and capelet
sleeves. The empir -Waistline
was banded with an inset band
which extended into a knot in
back, ending in long
streamers. They wore carved
ivory rosebud necklaces and
carried small nosegays of pink
carnations with pink satin
streamers.
H.C. Hurter served as best
man for his son. Groomsmen
were Cliff Hurter, Bill Hurter
and Al Hurter, brothers of the
groom. Karl Hurter, younger





General officers of the
Murray Woman's Club were
,guests of the Home Depart-
ment of the club at the first
meeting of the club year.
The president. Mrs. Peggy
Billington, and first vice-
president, Mrs. Bonnie Jones,
brought the workings of the
Woman's Club to 25 depart-
ment members Thursday
afternrion, Sept. 15 at the
clubhouse.
Department chairman Mrs.
Fil Boston introduced Mrs.
Mavis Hurt who gave an in-
spiring devotion of being
"Steadfast." Members an-
swered roll call with their
birthdates and statements of
ill members.
Committee chairmen told of
plans for their activities for
the coming year and Mrs.
Boston gave a complete report
of the general meeting last
week.
Program chairman Mrs.
Dorothy Jennings gave a
rundown of the events planned
for the members during the
next few months, Mrs. Robbie
Harrison reported on club
participation in Heart Fund.,
Mrs. Ruth Moffett told of fund
raising plans, and the club
voted to aid two local projects.
Hostesses Mrs. Rosezella
Outland, Mrs. Zitelle Goheen
and Mrs. Jennings served
lemon icebox pie and hot
spiced tea after the meeting.
11r. owl 11i-s. %lark 11. Hurter
Mrs. Richardson, mother of
the bride, chose to wear a
formal gown of ivory floral
crepe de' chine, featuring a
flared skirt and cape collar
extending from a low round
neckline. Mrs. Hurter chose to
wear a formal gown of blue
with an overlay of blue chif-
fon. Both mothers wore white
orchid corsages.
Miss Marlene Farrell kept
the guest register and
presented the guests with
thank-you scrolls. She was
seated at a table which was
draped with a white linen
cloth.
Reception
Following the ceremony, a
reception was held in the
church fellowship hall.
The bride's table was
overlaid with a white linen
cloth and centered with a
lovely arrangement of pastel
flowers in a cut glass con-




Gracie Holland opened henl
home to the members of the
Ruth Warren Group of the
Sinking Springs BAptist
Church for the monthly
meeting held on Tuesday.
evening, September 13. ,
Patsy Neale and Ava
Watkins presented the Week
of Pray for State Missions
Program entitled "Tomorrow
in Kentucky" for the ten
members present. Mrs.
Watkins was also in charge of









cluded Carolyn Carroll, Pat





candelabra with white tapers
were on either side of the
centerpiece.
The three tiered cake was
decorated with small white
daisies and topped with a
Juster of wedding bells. Fruit
punch was served from a
large crystal punch bowl.
Other appointments were in
silver. Assisting with serving
were Mrs. R. H. English,
cousin of the bride, and Mrs.
L. L. Schwall, aunt of the
bride.
Mrs. Allen Russell directed
the wedding and reception.
Out of town guests included
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. English,
Canton; Mrs. L. L. Schwall
and Terri of Cold Spring
Harbor, N.Y.; Mrs. Raymond
Motley of Indianapolis In-
diana; Mrs. W. W. Hodges of
Alvaton; Mrs. Clay B. Morris,
Louisville; Don Kelley of
Lexington; and Mr. and Mrs.
Darrell Wheeler and Kay of
Hopkinsville.
Following a wedding trip to




Mr. and Mrs. Don McClure,
Route Six; Box 19H, Murray,
announce the birth of a baby
boy, Jason Don, weighing
eight pounds, measuring 1934
inches, born on Sunday,
September 18, at 9:41 a. m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have another son,
Jeffrey Don, age 2'2. Both Mr.
and Mrs. McClure are em-
ployed with Happy Holiday
Travel, Inc.,
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Grayson McClure of
PAnorama Shores and Mr. and
Mrs. Wavel Osbron of New
Concord. Great grandparents
are Mrs. Reba Wilson and Mr.
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I LIBRARY NOTESFrei *yore Treatkon
New books at the Calloway




This is the first of three
volumes of a multi-
generational saga of
California. Its action ranges
from San Francisco and the
earthquake, million-dollar
boardrooms and hobo jungles
to Nob Hill and Hollywood.
SCORPION, by Mildred
Davis. Random.
After the death of her
mother, a young woman
returns to a small secluded
island in the Caribbean, which
holds happy memories of
childhood vacations. But now
she finds not only her grand-
parents indifferent to her, but
a strange air of apprehension.
THE STONE BULL, by
Phyllis Whitney. Doubleday.
Jenny went to a Catskill
Mountain resort to enjoy
herself. When she found a
pagan stone bull in the forest,
ominous shadows began to
gather which threatened the
very foundations of the new





describes the pros and cons of
the latest available camping
equipment and contains
several how-to chapters.
GREEN WINTER, by Elise
Maclay. Crowell.
A book of word portraits of
real people and a chronicle of
the rejoicing and the
despairing, the funny and the
moving, the resigned and the
optimistic moments on the
lives of the aging.
SEARCH AT LOCH NESS,
by Dennis Meredith.
Quadrangle.,,
The author was a member of
the historic 1976 expedition
that provided some theories
and details of the search at
Loch Ness for the beast which
scientists say now could exist.
BALLETOMANIA THEN
AND NOW, by Arnold Haskell.
Knopf.
Forty-three years later
Haskell has brought this
volume up to date telling
about dance and dancers,
personalities, anecdotes and
giving his fellings about ballet
in the intervening years and
today.
ABC's Cheese
One word definitions for the
ABC's of cheese: A is for
American type cheeses which
include Cheddar. B is for Blue
which is the color of the mold
in Blue cheese. Mozzorella is
the pizza cheese and the
smoky-flavored cheese is
Provolone. Swiss is the "hole"
cheese.
SUFFERS INJURY
Truman Anderson, Jr., 19
year old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Truman Anderson of New
Concord, is a patient of St.
Joseph Hospital, Joliet, Ill.,
suffering from injuries
sustained when he was
allegedly hit on the head while
at work as a sergeant security
guard at the penitentiary at
Joliet, Ill., on September 23.
Reports are he was hit over
the head with a garbage can
by a prisoner. Anderson at-
tended Calloway County High
School and persons may send
him cards or letters at St.
Joseph Hospital, Joliet, Ill.
Alpha Delta Kappa
Chapter Has Meet
The first meeting of the 1977-
78 school year of the Rho
chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa
was held September 20 in the
lovely home of Joanna Sykes
on Brookhaven Street.
Three new members were
initiated who were Betty
Jackson, Crystal Parks and
Becky Williams.
Plans for the new year with
several interesting events in
October were discussed. The
New members accepted by the Rho Chapter of Ken-
tucky Alpha Delta Kappa are, left to right, Crystal Parks,
Becky Williams and Betty Jackson.
West Kentucky regional
meeting will be at the Colonial
House Restaurant, October 8
with Murray's Rho Chapter as
hostess.
The Eta and Alpha Tau
Chapters of Tennessee will
give a tea at Lambuth College,
Jackson, Tn., on October 16
honoring the Grand President,
Mildred Wright.
The Kentucky Alpha Delta
Kappa Executive Board and
President's Council fall
meeting will be October 22 at
Shakertown, Pleasant Hill.
Clinton M. Rowlett en-
tertained the group with an
account of the funny hap-
penings, the outstanding
entertainnients, and the
business accomplished at the
International Alpha Delta
Kappa Convention in Chicago,
in August.
Betty Riley, who also at-
tended the convention, added
some interesting details,
including the tour to see the
King Tut's exhibit.
A delicious plate was served
by the hostesses, Sue Chaney
and Joanna Sykes.
'Since it is believed cars
waste gasoline at slow speeds,
it has been suggested that driv-
ers who must drive to work in
heavy traffic will find car pools
the least expensive and trouble-
some way to commute.
YOU COULD BE
THE winnER in YOUR AREA
OF onE OF THESE
SIH FABULOUS TRIPS,
when you enter the
Quality Counts Breadstakes.
Just tell us which of these qualities you like best about
Colonial Bread!
1
Maybe it's Colonial's TEXTURE you like best. If so, it's
a trip for 2 to Scotland & England, countries famous for
their fine textiles!
2
If it's that Colonial's HAND-TWISTED, you could win a
trip for 2 to Greece, famous for its hand-crafting!
3
If it's Colonial's quality of HOLDING TOGETHER, you
could win a family trip for 4 to Walt Disney Wbrld!
4
If Colonial's TWICE-RISING QUALITY gets to you, that
could get you a trip for 2 to Japan, Land of the Rising Sun!
5
Or if you like Colonial's FRESHNESS, you'll love a trip for
2 to Hawaii, the isle of fresh fruit and flowers!
6
If it's the fact that Colonial's WRAPPED WHILE HOT,
you could wrap up a cruise for 2 to the Bahamas, where
you'll be wrapped in sunshine!
Imagine! You could be the winner in your area of any one of
these six fabulous international trips simply by telling us
which of the sixqualities of Colonial Bread you like best.
What could be easier? For all the details, just look for
specially marked Colonial packages and entry blanks
at your favorite food store. Or follow the easy
contest rules in this ad.
4°- 441'- Ne.',e-
YOU COULD WIN $100 WORTH OF GROCERIES!
When you enter the Breadstakes, every week for six weeks, you'll ha
ve a chance to win a certificate good for $100 worth of groceries at your fa
vorite
food store! And whether or not you win a grocery cert
ificate, you're still eligible to win the trip of your choice in the Qualit
y Counts Breadstakes.
1 To enter the C(.kinial -Quality Counts Breadstakes," co
mplete the information requested on
the official entry form: or on a r x 5* piece of paperAinnt your 
name, address. zip code and
the words. 'Colonial bread has the quakbes that count. Module 
duplicated or mechanic*
reproduced entries will be declared void. Enter as many umes as 
you lite, but you mist mail
each entry separately to:
" I KS( )N. TN 38301
2 NO PURCHASE NECESSARY Al entnes must be po
stmarked by November 12, 1977, and
received by November 24, 1977. for the Quality Counts Breadi
ttakes. The weekly drawing for
the Grocery Cer ificates will commence the week of Oc
tober 3. 1977, and be drawn for sot (6)
consecutive weeks,
3. PRIZES One winner in your area wil have the chasm of either 
one of five international
vacations for two people to Japan. Greece, British Isles, 
Bahairtas, or Hawn; or a vacation to
Walt Disney Bisrld for four people Al trips must be taken 
before December' 31, 1978, and we
subaect to scheduled travel arrangements. Trips include onty
 sr transportation, hotel accom-
modations and meth. Six other Miners in your area will win one
 $100 Grocery Certificate.
Appbcable federal, state and local taxes. if any, must be paid by the prize winner. No
substitutions for prizes offered. Only one prize awarded per family. If a minor wins a tr
ip, it will
be awarded to the minor's parent or legal guardian; otherwise, prizes are not tr
ansferable.
4. Winners w be determined it at independent random drawing from among elifplie e
ntries.
Drawing results will be final. Warners will be notified by mad.
5. The odds of winning will be determined by the total number of entries receiv
ed in your area
6. Prize trawlers will be required to sign: a statement permitting use of their na
me and/or picture
for promotional purposes. an affidavit of eligbdity, and a waiver of babdity.
7. Breadstakes open to residents of the continental United States only. Employees of C
ampbell
Illfgart. Inc., its affiliated companies. advertising and promotion agencies Judging °Tganga-
tons, and their terrifies are not eligible. Void where prohibited or restncted by taw AB f
ederal.
state and local laws apply.
S. All prizes wil be awarded. For a list of winners, send a stamped, self-addressed 
envelope to:
*Quality Counts Breadstakes" Winners List, P0. Box 2640. Dallas. Texas 75221









































Baby Boy Ahart (mother-
Deborah), Dexter. Baby Boy
Workman (mother-Donna
Lee), 741 Riley St., Murray.
Dismissals'
Miss Tonya D. Walker, R. 2,
Box 142-A, Murray. Mrs.
Frances A. Burkeen, H. 5,
Benton. Mrs. Eleanor M.
Kelly, R. 5, Box 2006, Murray.
Mrs. Zetta F. Young, R. 1.
Altno. Mrs. Helton L. Carlin.
1201 Doran Rd., Murray. Miss
Celstina Duncan, R. 1, Dexter.
Mrs. Nova A James, Box'117,
Farmington. Mrs. Gloria J.
Landrum and Baby Boy, 103
Chestnut, Murray. Marty A.
Dick, R. 1, Benton. James R.
Towery, R. 2, Murray. Mrs.
Elizabeth A. Hale, 420 S. 4th
St., Murray. Charles D.
Sanderfer,- R. 1, Wingo.
Timmy G. Middleton, R. 2,
Puryear. Mrs. Valeria J. Th-
weatt, R. 3, Benton. Mrs.
Mary F. Morgan, Waldrop Tr.
Ct., Murray. William N. Hurt,
R. 1, Murray. Mrs. Bess
Jones, R. 2, Kirksey. John H.





Tuesday. September 13, at one
p.m at the home of Mrs. Mary
Alice Gee with Mrs. Barbara
White, president, presiding,
who also discussed the lessons
for the coming year.
"Clothing Trends" was the
lesson presented by Mrs.
Lucille Hart who said styles
include long lean loom look in
skirts, straight and more
narrow slacks, and scarves
for necklines and belts or for
granny squares around the
hips, full gathered skirts, and
bulky sweaters.
Mrs. Alice Steely gave a
lesson on "Pressure
Cookers." She said a person
should use them for quick
meals and said potatoes and
vegetables can be cooked
along with meats. It is also an
energy and time saver, she
said.
The craft for the month was
Lap desks, shown by Mrs.
Margaret Roach. Plans were
made for a work day.
Refreshments were served.
The next meeting will be
Tuesday. October 11. at one
p.m, at the home of Lyda Sue
Collins.
Also present were Robbie
Blalock, Topsy Brandon. Sally
Henson, Lucille Grogan.
Reble Steely, ()la McIntosh.
members. and Mavis Gibbs.
visitor.
Jewell, 1510 Johns Blvd,
Murray. Mrs. Beulah H.
Wicker, R. 1, Hazel. Mrs.
Bessie I,. Parks, 1215 E.
Dogwood, Murray. Mrs. Lora
L. Lyles, R.1 Box 68, Hardin.
Mrs. Gracie A. Orr, R. 7, Box
50, Murray. Alma W. Steele,
R. 4, Murray. Toy Jones, R. 1,
Farmington. Miss Lori A.
Buchanan, R. I. Hazel, Mrs.
Ann A. Mildred Smith, R. 5





Baby Boy Baren (mother-
Judy. R. 2, Gilbertsville.
Baby Boy Lyell I mother-
Donna). R. 3, Clinton.
Dismissals
Ronnie Pace, 211 N. 11th.,
Murray, Mrs. Patty S. Mit-
chuson, Dexter, Miss Linda K.
Holland, RT. 2, Hickory, Mrs.
Kimberly A. Adams, RT. 5,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Dorothy J.
Camp, 907 Johnny Robertson
Rd., Murray, Thomas J.
Wheeler, 215 Atkins Dr.,
Paris, Tn., Mark R. Pipkins,
RT. ,3, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Tamela R. Wood, P.O. Box 83,
Hazel,Mrs. Norma J. Glover,
RT. 1, Alm, Mrs. Robbie N.
Holt, RT. 4, Benton, Mrs.
Patricia A. Tharpe, RT 2,
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Jewel M.
Ahart, RT I, Almo, Mrs. Sadie
N. Waters, 1397 Johnson Blvd.,
Murray, Mrs. Alpha I. Cun-
ningham, 613 Ellis Dr.,
Murray, Howard H. Haskins,
Rea Jackson Bldg. Apt. 24,
West Washington. Paris, In.,
Mrs. Ruby M. Steely, RT. 4,
Murray, Thomas W. Rowlett,
307 Oakdale, Murray, Miss
Hayrus Fair, 1607 Dodson Apt.
B. Murray, Taz Galloway,
Grogan Tr. Ct.RT 3, Murray,
Nicholas Wyatt expired)( 
Fern Terrace Ldg., Murray.
FLORIDA GUEST
Mrs. Ann Morgan Anderson
of Fort Myers, Florida,
daughter of the late Rev.!. M.
Morgan, former pastor of the
Central Baptist Church of
Martin, Tn., and the Flint
Baptist Church of Almo, has
been visiting her step-sister.
Miss Carrie Beale and her
step-mother, Mrs. Lucile
Beale Morgan, who is a
patient of the West View
Nursing Home in Murray.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Lela J. Littleton of Murray




Mrs. Gil Hopson of Murray
Route Five has been
dismissed from the Western
Baptist Hospital. Paducah.
To Wed In November
liis.s Georgia inn Ellis
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Harvey Ellis of Nashville, Tn., announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Georgia Ann, to Randall Everett Gray, son of Howard Edward
Gray and the late Mrs. Gray of Nashville.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Charles Wade
Small of Florence, Ala., and the late Mr. Small, and the late
Mr. and Mrs. William Henry Ellis of Murray. She is the niece
of Wildie Ellis and Mrs. Melvin Cayce, both of Murray.
Miss Ellis is a graduate of Isaac Litton High School and Mid-
dle Tennessee State University. She 14 now a teacher at
Goodlettsville High School, Goodlettsville, Tn.
The future groom is the grandson of Mrs. Frank D. Denney
of Memphis, Tn., and the Late Mr. Denney, and of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Ike Gray of Gallatin, Tn. An alumnus of Isaac Litton
Higb School, he is associated with Rabold Brokerage Com-
pany, Nashville, Tn.




WMU Rally Day for South-
western Area Baptist Women
will be held at First
Missionary Baptist Church,
Benton. with Betty Sledd,
Nigerian missionary as
featured speaker. Sessions
will be held at 10:15 a.m. and
6:30 p.m.
Phebian Sunday School
Class. First Baptist Church.
Reva Riley, teach2r, will have
a social at the home of Naomi
Rogers, 1719 Holiday Di we,
Murray at 7:30 p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten an. to three p.m. for
activities by Senior Citizens
including devotion at 10:05
a.m., singing at 10:15 a.m.,
monthly clean up at 10:45
a.m., lunch at noon, and table
games at one p.m.
JEFFREY'S
Beautiful DRESSES
by Nelly Don, Bleeker Street, Forever Young, House of Shoyers
Some in large sizes





Up To Size 52
Mix & Match
By Devon
Sizes 8 thru 46
in 2 colors
Men's Men's
SPORT COATS DRESS SUITS













302 MAIN - MURRAY, KY.
Thursday, September 29
Organizational meeting for
chapter of Sweet Adelines will
be held at First Christian
Church educational building
at seven p.m. Open to all
women, all ages with no ex-
perience. who desire to sing
four part harmony barber
shop style.
Comedian Henri
Youngman will perforis in the
first insight ecture
presentations at 8:30 p.m. in




Baptist Student Union wIrk
day will be held to raiw
money for summer mis-Jon
work. For odd jobs call 753-
5771.
Story Hour will be held at
the Ellis Community Center at




Murray High School Class of
1921 will have a reunion at the
Triangle Inn at 12:30 p.m
" Benefit supper and gospel
singing for the Crippled
Children's Telethon will ,be
held by the Dexter
Homemakers Club at the
Dexter Community Center
Plate lunches will be sold from
four to 6:45 p.m. and singing




will be at the Old Douglas
School, North Second St., from
eight a.m. to two p.m.
Rummage, bake, and plant
sale will be held by Murray
Senior Citizens at the Ellis
Community Center starting at
seven a.m.
Squere and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p m
Fellowship for pastors and
state leaders will be held at
Jonathan Creek Baptist
Assembly at three p.m.
Slave day for summer
mission fund will be held by
the Baptist Student Union
Call 753-5771 for a person to do
odd jobs.
Sunday, October 2
Potluck dinner will follow
the worship services at North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church with the
Unionaires of Fulton to sing at
two p.m.
Special Hints Given Buying
Of Jeans For This Season
When you buy jeans, pay
attention to tags, care labels
and construction details.
Otherwise, you may be
disappointed with your pur-
chase.
"Tags and labels should tell
the fabric contentand what to
expect on shrinkage, fading,
and washability," says UK
Extension clothing specialist
Bette Jo Dedic. Construction
details give further clues on
toughness and durability.
With cotton in short supply,
she notes that many jean
manufacturers are using a
blend of fibers this season. A
cotton-polyester combination
is the most common.
"Expect the comfort of
cotton along with extra
strength and ease of care,"
says Dedic. Most of the new
jeans will fade and soften
when laundered.
How Much Shrinkage?
"Sanforized" on the label
means you can expect
shrinkage of one percent or
less. Some labels state a two
or three per cent shrinkage,
when washed according to
instructions. And when it says
"pre-shrunk" most of the
shrinkage has already taken
place, but more can still
happen
A shrinkage of one per cent
will not affect the fit, explains
Dedic Anything more than
that will If the jeans are not
tagged for shrinkage, you
might select one size larger
than you usually wear - and
hope for the best Or pass that
pair of Jeans by.
"Pre-washed" also means
pre-shrunk. But it doesn't
necessarily follow that jeans
won't shrink some more,
especially if you ignore care-
label instructions on laun-
dering More shrinkage is
likely to take place in a dryer
set on 'hot.-
-Permanent press" or
iron" iire other words to look
for ,41 the tag or label. If you
decide on jeans without this
treatment. Dedic notes that
fabric softener and your
automatic dryer will often
turn out jeans that need little
or no ironing.
How They're Made
Construction 4, tails to
check are dui*" seams,
strong reinforceine t, sturdy
closures or buttons. Look for
flat-felled seams, or a double
row of stitching and raw edges
that are either enclosed or
overcast.
Count on metal trivets or
bar-tacked threads at places
of stress - corners ofipockets,
belt loops bottom of zipper
placket.
Buying "Irregulars"
You can often get high
quality and a lower price with
factory-outlet jeans and
"irregulars." But examine the
latter carefully to make sure
the flaw will not seriously
affect either looks or
wearibility. A faulty closure,
for example, could cost more
trouble and money to replace
then the mark-down is worth
to you.
School Jeans
Many of the better jeans
manufactured for children are
reinforced at the knees, have
nylon added to be fiber blend,
don't need ironing, will not
shrink out of fit, are even
colorfast. They come in many
colors and are acceptible garb
at most Kentucky schools.
Just make sure they're clean,
Cheese Made Here
Although the names are
foreign and far-away soun-
ding, the cheese is made in the
U.S. For example, Cheddar is
manufactured in 24 states,
while Mozzarella is made in
'17. Eight states make
Muenster and the same
number manufacture
Provolone. Three states
provide Scamorze, ditto for
Parmesan and Romano.
well-fitted, and quickly
mended or patched when they
need it.
If jeans wearers at your
house object to the feel of stiff
new jeans, run them through
the washer and dryer a few
times before putting them into
service. Dedic suggests.
"Do follow those care-label
directions on which heat to




The Shrine Ladies Sewing
Group met Tuesday, Sep-
tember 20, at the home of Mr's.
William E. Moffett,
Panorama Shores. A sack
lunch was served at noon with
dessert and coffee being
served by the hostess.
Attending were Mrs. Freed
Cotham, Mrs. Roy Folsom,
Mrs. Dan Mears, Mrs. Lora
Arnold, and Mrs. Moffett.
Nutrition fact: brown sugar
has no more food value than
white sugar.
Plant Sale
25% OFF (This Week Only)












Offer Ends Sept 30
(58 00 monthly overage)
(Savings of over






Call for FREE Trial Visit -
7S3-6881
Located In Dixieland Center
+ FREE MERCHANDISE CERTIFICATE WITH SEW. I APPLIANCE 
PURCHASE...SEPT. 29, 30, OCT.
MERCHANDISE C TIFTC I R('II A11)1 SF ( 
Lit TI FICA! I.
+FREE $2
CERTIFICATE
with purcha•eof 1211411T.V. Offsw aspires







Prompt Irene.. lisle." porn




• Fruit /vex_ crisper





• ',lotted mask in line tube
• (Inc touch tuning
• Flesh tone correction
• Neg black matrix,tuhe
CERTIFICATE
with porol•••• of Oa) C. El. Offer expires




Stretch and Zigzag Stitches
• Free Car, set
• Drop-in rain for cresti,e
•titch
• Stitches: Straight,
iigz•g. 3 stretch for knit•





• ANL S.alrh, Squelch.
fine tuning
• CED channel reisdouts
• Antenna .•rnens indicator
light
Family-Size, 8 Cu' ft. Family-Size
ieziat MICROWAVE 5-Cycle Convertible
OVEN DISHWASHER
239,, ell Gee
• Precision set multi-level
cooking control
• Automatic defrost
• 4100 •.att cooking po••er
• 25 minute timer
•plus transportation and handling
9881'101'51D
" h 01 r.on
• 2 levels of ••••h -action
• "Pots and Pans'' c•cle
• E.....rei Sow, uhno 1n colors
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EVERY APPLIANCE IN THE STORE IS ON 
SALE'
Typical Examples...Many More To Choose From! A ir
753-1966 INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND 
OPERATED
CHESTNUT ST. MONTGOMERY WARD SALES AGENCY
•
PACE 4 A THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER t TIMES, Wednesday, September 28, 1977
I
Quality and Savingslearn Up to Bring You
Sunflower
Flour













W017 Easy Off e, 1
Oven
16-ozCleaner Save 30'




FREE $100.00 BILL *
Given Away Each Week
Register each tine you
are in the store for the
$100 given away each week
This Week's John O. Pasco
Winner: Murray
*Nothing to Buy •No Cards To Punch •All You Do Is *
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed- *
nesdu at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday *
Morning.
.F:mplovees of Parkers and their Families not eligible to win .Adults *
cid v may register .You do not have to be present to win
*****************
MEAD



































12 oz. pkg. 511.
Low Over Head means
Lower Prices
Prices Good Thurs., Sept. a














t 5 Varieties - Save 19*Sausage* a9n$1 09 01.0





























*Carrots 21 Lb. Bag 39c
$100
* U. S. No. 1 Red





• Garden Delight French
* Fries 2 Lb. Bag 49c
* Frosty Acres - Spears
,tBroccolioT 8 oz. 39
* Boston Bonnie
Shrimp Crisp 10 Oz. $129
Sara Lee








1 lb. pkg 89c. ! R el g2. 2z.4. 9
Antacid Liquid $ 59
Save 911`
"If You Motc I ur ua ity... ou ant :eat lur rice
R E
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with this SI 19
coupon
Offer Expires 10-5-77














WASHINGTON — Word is quietly
being dropped in the Senate cloakroom
with grim implications for President
Carter: the strong prospect of no action
until after the 1978 election on the
treaties turning the Panama Canal over
to the Republic of Panama.
The possibility of so deadly a delay
signals a faltering of the White House
"full-court press" to sell the treaty to a
stubborn Senate and country. Intense
Republican opposition is rubbing off on
the two most prestigious Republican
endorsers of the treaties — Gerald Ford
and Henry Kissinger. Former
President Ford has decided he will not
testify for the treaty. .
In the Senate's own subtle way, the
word is spreading that the treaties are
more vulnerable today than on Sept. 7
when they were signed at the Pan-
American Union Building. That
theatrical signing ceremony
apparently failed in its purpose: to
galvanize national attention and
reverse the anti-treaty tide helped
along by well-organized conservative
forces.
Putting off a Senate vote would
please most Senators, particularly
those up for reelection next year and
most especially Senate minority leader
Howard Baker. While Baker is
suspected of inclining toward approval,
that would not help his 1978 campaign
for reelection in Tennessee, nor his
probable 1980 campaign for the
Republican presidential nomination.
Indeed, if Senate action on the
treaties does not come before the 1978
election, the matter could very likely be
-shelved until after the 1980 presidential
election. That would raise serious
questions in Panama and Latin
America about U. S. intentions, besides
undermining Jimmy Carter's authority
throughout the world.
Senate majority leader Byrd, who is
scrupulously keeping his own counsel,
says nothing out-loud to dash President
Carter's hopes for Senate approval
early next year. Actually, Byrd could
well end up supporting the treaties. But
he is largely responsible for the
deepening perception in the Senate
cloakrooms of a long, long wait.
Meanwhile, Republican sentiment
building against the treaties has begun
to engulf Ford, whose widely-
advertised presence as Mr. Carter's
houseguest for the signing ceremonies
angered some party colleagues. Partly
as a result of that anger, the former
President has confidentially informed
Sen. John Sparkman, chairman of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
that he will not be able to testify in
. GUEST EDITORIAL
5
favor of the treaties.
Ford's regrets constituted one
setback to the administration. Another
is looming in the person of Dr.
Kissinger. Senators have learned that
Kissinger is troubled about the treaties
and wants a change spelling out U. S.
rights to intervene militarily if the
canal's neutrality is threatened.
Neither Kissinger nor Ford, moreover,
is happy that the U. S. signed away
rights to build a future Ag-level canal
unless Panama itself approves.
Underlying these adversities is the
Senate's guileful ways in using the
calendar to duck difficult political
issues. Sparkman has scheduled a
maximum three weeks of hearings,
ending Oct. 14 shortly before Congress
quits for the year. There will be no
hearings during the recess.
Given the emotional politics
surrounding the canal issue, hearings
are certain to be resumed next year.
But Congress now plans an unusually
late return on Jan. 17, and almost all of
February is given over to election-year
campaigning.
A
Intimates of the starkly realistic
Byrd say he doubts whether the treaties
can even get to the floor before late
March or early April at best. That could
well delay a vote until summer, on the
eve of the congressional election
campaign. Assuming no sudden
national swing behind the treaties,
Byrd by then will be under heavy
pressure not to bring the treaties up at
all.
At that po t, unless the majority
leader is cer4n of the required two-
thirds vote.,4s would be in position to
set the treaties aside — claiming more
important work requires the Senate's
attention.
This prospect signifies that Mr.
Carter has failed to seize the initiative
on the treaties. Furthermore, the closer
the issue moves to next year's election,
the harder it will be for Senators to run
against the anti-treaty tide. The newly
troubled President must now confront
the possible • death of the treaties
through inaction, with all that implies






WASHINGTON 1AP ) — Three small
incidents added up this week to a large
suggestion that President Carter, at
least for now, is done with publicly
embracing Bert Lance.
On Monday, when the resigned
director of the Office of Management
and Budget returned to Washington for
a quick round of farewells, there were
these companion developments:
—The White House revealed, but only
in response to questions, that Lance had
left the federal payroll two days earlier.
A spokesman said Carter had written
his friend a personal letter that would
not be made public.
—A handful of reporters were invited
to Lance's old office at 3:30 p.m. that
day to attend a farewell reception he
gave for friends, acquaintances and
Energy Realities
Polls continually show that
most of the people do not believe
there is an energy problem or a
shortage of oil and natural gas.
Let's go along with them on the
"no shortage of petroleum fuel"
for a moment. Laying all the
hard evidence aside, just sup-
pose that right now there is
plenty of such fuel to be had.
We think that most of these
people would agree that at some
time in the future the reserves of
fossil fuel (other than coal) will
be used up. They must certainly
be aware that there is no viable
substitute to keep our homes
heated and our industry going
now or in the near future.
If they are correct, would we
be in a tenable poation? Would
they submit that we should dare
to rely on only one source of
energy fuel? Some say, "bring
the oil companies to heel, keep
the price down and force the pro-
ducers to furnish us all that can
be made available."
Again, lay aside the hard facts
to the contrary and go along with
those who accept the myth of "no
shortage." Would they admit
that such force of law coilld only
threaten the time when oil and
gas reserves would be depleted?
And that keeping the price down
would also keep alternative
forms of energy use from being
developed?
If we admit to all the "rea-
sons" this large block of our citi-
zens advance for their position
shown in the polls, we are still on
dangerous economic, ground.
At the present time every pro-
posed alternative fuel for energy
Is costing more than the gas and
oil we now use. We are aware
that there are a few minor ex-
ceptions but these would not
make up a percentage point of
our needs.
Some other forms give
promise of eventual lower cost
but must go through expensive
development and first use before
availability. There is even the
promise of very low cost in some
of the ideas now being worked on
in many areas.
There is also promise of fuels _
which will be able to deliver the
energy we need without the
necessity for pollution control.
There are great ideas, some
scientific discoveries and inven-
tions in laboratory, in pilot
plants and in some deliverable
use-phases of development.
The economic facts of the mat-
ter: they are not economically
feasible if they must compete
with fuels held low in price by
government edict.
It might be possible for the
government to take over the pe-
troleum industry, subsidize it
with taxes taken from all of us
and keep prices low until the last
drop of oil was taken from the
ground.
We would all pay dearly for
such an extravagance. It just
could bring our whole level of
living down to the point of pas-
senger rail transport. That was
the bottom line of government
interference: regulation, sub-
sidy and final takeover with Am-
trak and Conrail.
At this point, we think it might
be well for the people revealed in
the polls to take a good long look
at the source of their. beliefs. If
they will refrain from accepting
hearsay,,concepts, but rather do
some serious researching for
themselves the myths will
vanish and realities will change
their now-held :beliefs.
(Reprinted with permission
from the Santa Ana Register)
erstwhile employes. However,
uniformed police of the Executive
Protective Service, which guards the
White House complex, barred the
invited reporters from entering, saying
they had not been cleared through
proper security channels.
The reporters finally were admitted
shortly after 4 p.m. — after Carter and
wife Rosalynn ended their 20-minute
stay at the reception.
—Later, a Lance emissary passed
word to news organizations that the
presidential presence at the Lance
party had been recorded by White
House staff photographers, who might
be prepared to release photos for
publication. But calls to the White
House produced word that the photos
had been taken "for historical purposes
only" and would not be made public.
But perhaps all this was nothing more
than coincidence.
As for Carter's letter last Saturday in
which the President privately accepted
Lance's resignation, effective
immediately, there was cause to
wonder Monday what had happened to
it. Robert Dietsch, the OMB's top
spokesman, said he asked Lance about
it and was told the letter had not been
received.
Inasmuch as the Carter letter had to
travel only about the length of a football
field, from the Oval Office to the OMB
director's office next door, there was
speculation that the President had
disdained the interoffice mail system in
favor of the Postal Service.
Carter's emotional trauma at
presiding over the departure of his
friend was evident to anyone who
watched the televised news conference
at which the Lance resignation was
announced.
Unnoticed, perhaps, was Carter's
impatience at ending the news
conference ordeal, which produced
nothing but questions about Lance.
After the session had been in progress
about 35 minutes, the President looked
at his wristwatch and announced,
-Thank you very much." Then he
strode from the room, abandoning his
custom of engaging in departing small
talk with reporters in the front rows
Of course Carter also abandoned the
tradition of waitingfor the senior air'
service reporter to end the conferem
by shouting, "Thank you, Mr
President."
The last time a President did not aait
for a press corps "thank you" was when
Richard M. Nixon, barraged with
questions about Watergate, cut shot a
news conference in 1973.
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News and Sports Dept
thought plastic beverage bottles were
banned this month by the Food and
Drug Administration because their
ingredients of the plastic might be
linked to cancerous lesions. '
You are wrong. Industry sources
expect about a quarter billion of then'
to be on store shelves by the end of thc,
year, and estimate that two years from
now the figure will be more than two
billion. .
The explanation lies in the plastic.
The FDA on Sept. 20 banned
acrylonitrile, but it said nothing about
polyester. The latter has a different
chemical makeup, while presenting no
different appearance to the untrained
eye.
The FDA decision means that
acrylonitrile bottles must be off the
market by the end of the year, although
spokesmen for that agency say all such
bottles may already have been
removed from circulation.
That might be the end of one scene,
but it's where the play really gets
interesting — where a cast of
characters interfaces: Coca-Cola,
Pepsi-Cola, chemical companies, a big
tire concern, the liquor and textile
industries, environmentalists, the stock
market and, as they say, many, many
more.
The curtain lifts. with the soft drink
companies seeking a safe, shatterproof,
easily recyclable bottle. At first.
failure; the economics weren't
favorable. Then the trend to larger.
"family size" bottles made plastics
feasible.
Pepsi-Cola chose polyester. Coca-
Cola chose acrylonitrile. Pepsi won.
you might say, while Coke lost. Pepsi
already has introduced its product in 11
states. Coca-Cola shares fell a half-
point immediately after the decision.
With what some industry sources say
was amazing speed. Coca-Cola
adjusted to the new situation and now
plans to introduce its own polyester
bottle October 3 and that's where the
big tire company rolls on stage.
Goodyear has been reinforCIng its
tires with polyester cord since 1963, and
for even longer has been making the
resin for those boilable vegetable
Po,uChes you right have used. It is the
pre-eminent poIyeste resin maker,‘
,




HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, buy you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEAHTLINE: I am 63 years old.
Because of my financial situation, I
sill) a lot by mail. Lately, though, I
have read about people having trouble
with mail-order houses. Can you give
me an) tips about dealing with them?
A The most important thing to
remember when making a purchase by
mail is to pay by a check or money
order. That way, you'll have proof of
payment.
Obviously, there are many more
things you should do when making a
mati-order purchase, and Heartline has
accumulated a lot of material about
how to deal with mail-order companies.
For this free linformation, send a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
"Heartline-Maii Order," 114 E. Dayton
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
HEARTLINE: I am 66 years old and
am drawing my Social Security
benefits and a company pension. My
total income, though, is only $560 per
month. I have a neighbor who is also on
Social Security and he signed up for
Supplemental Security Income. Now,
he gets an extra check front the
government. I applied for this benefit
Bw‘ine.,s Mirror
 /‹.
and was rejected because my income is
"too high." I do not think this is fair
because I paid my Social Security taxes
and now it seems to me that people on
S.S.I. are getting more from Social
Security. Do you have any comments
on this? — K.C.
A. Although the Social Security
Administration runs the Federal
Program, Supplemental Security
Income is not the same as Social
Security. That money comes from
general funds of the U.S. Treasury via
personal income taxes, corporation
taxes and other taxes. Social Security
benefits are paid from contributions of
workers, employers and self-employed
people. Social security funds are not
used to finance the Supplemental
Security Income payments.
People who get Social Security
checks can get Supplemental Security
Income checks only if they are eligible
for both.
HEARTLINE: I want to purchase a
health insurance policy to supplement
my Medicare coverage, but do not 'mow
much about buying health insurance.
Can you give me any helpful ideas? —
J. K.
A. Heartline can help by giving you a
basic idea of what to look for when
purchasing a health insurance policy.
Since this information is too long to be
printed here, a copy has been sent to
you.
Anyone else wishing this free
information should send a long, self-
addressed, stamped envelope to
"Heartline-Health Insurance," 114 E.





NEW YORK ( AP ) — You might have supply in Amoco Chemical,
ContenintalCan and Owens-Illinois.
Without stressing the obvious, let it
be said that Goodyear was very happy
to accept the new business. The textile
industry, you see, is said to be awash in
some synethtic fibers, mainly
polyester. A new market was welcome.
Meanwhile, Other liquid products
manufacturers - have become
interested. Goodyear says a great deal
of interest has been expressed by the
liquor industry. Same with beer
companies, although FDA clearance
has not yet been forthcoming.
The envrionmentals during this time
have been standing just behind the
curtains, observing it all but as yet not
offering any conclusive judgments. The
polyester bottle, they note with
suspicion, is a throwaway.
Throwaways litter.
Goodyear says that won't be so. The
32-ounce and 64-ounce bottles for which
polyester is being used aren't the kind
you purchase along the roadside, it
says. And, it stresses, they're
recyclable.
Lest 'óu not understand the
significance of that, Thomas Minter.
Goodyear executive vice president
research and development, intones
these unforgettable lines:
"The polyester bottle you drink from
today could be the pants you wear
tomorrow."
A show-stealer, he will not be
stopped: "Just 12 half-gallon bottles
could provide enough fabric for a pair
of pants. Add 18 more and you've got a
vest and jacket to match."
Including production costs, he
continues, recycled polyester is
considerably less expensive than the
virgin material. But why recycle at all
-- why not affix a deposit char4e to the
purchase and have the bottles
returned"
Out of the question, he replies. The
purification process demands
reheating, and when you reheat a
polyester bottle it loses its shape.
And so, for the time being, the
polyester curtain falls. But therermight
be more. Monsanto, which makes
acrylonitrile. declares the FDA
decision ..unwarranted." And that




Norman Klapp and Guthrie Churchil:
of Murray have been awarded the"
designation of Knight of York Cross of":
Honor in the Masonic Order. Both are'
active in Masonic groups in Murray.
Deaths reported include Zebedee'
Wilkinson and Mrs. Ruby Hicks.
The 4-H Club Dairy Judging team
from Calloway County composed of
Jerry Stark, Kent McCuiston, and
Robert Blalock placed second in the .
Mid-South Fair, Memphis, In.
Judge Louie B. Nunn, Republican::
nominee for Kentucky Governor, wilt::
speak at Murray State Universit3t:
tomorrow.
James Neale, T. C. Hargrove, Joe
Pat Ward, Paul Heise, Jr., Delmer:
Brewer, Solon Bucy, Paul Buchanan,'
Vernon Riley, U. L. Knight, and Hugh
Dunn had the 'top ten averages in
bowling in the Kentucky Lake League
this week.
20 l'ears Ago
The Murray Lions Club reported that
some $250 in pledges were received
from local persons for the Crippled
Children's Telethon on WPSD-TV,
Paducah.
Deaths reported include Gregg
Purvis, infant boy.
Cub Scout Pack 145 was organized
September 26 at Carter School,
according to Norman Hale, chairman,
and John Sammons, cubmaster.
Sarah Crick, vice-president of the
Murray Training School Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of America, led
the formal initiation of seventeen new
members at the home economics
department on September 24.
A Fiddlers' contest was held last
night at the Faxon Grade School,
according to Charlie Lassiter,
principal.
39 Years Ago
H.A. Dixon is speaker at the gospel
meeting being held by the Murray
Church of Christ, located at South Sixth
and Maple Streets, Murray.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mary
Elena Moody and Mrs. Prentice
Whitlow.
The Murray High School Tigers beat
Morganfield High School 13 to 7 in a
football game last night.
Mrs. George Hart spoke on "Styles"
at the meeting of the Zeta Department
of the Murray Woman's Club held at the
club house. She was introduced by Mrs.
- John E. Scott, vice-chairman. Mrs.
Maurice Ryan is department
chairman.
Austin Adkinson, well known in
Murray, has been named as editor of
the Fulton Daily Leader newspaper at
Fulton succeeding Adrian Doran,
Today In History
ny sue Associthea rrees
Today is Wednesday, September 28,
the 271st day of 1977. There are 94 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1924, two U.S. Army
planes landed in Seattle, after the first
round-the-world flight, a mission that
took 175 days.
On this date:
In 1781, American forces began the
Revolutionary War siege of Yorktown
Heights, Virginia.
In 1850, the U.S. Navy abolished
flogging as a form of punishment.
In 1939, Germany and the Soviet
Union agreed on a plan' to partition
Poland in World War II.
In 1970, President Gamal Abdel
Nasser of Egypt died of a heart attack
at the age of 52.
In 1971, the Hungarian cardinal,
Joszef Mindszenty, flew to Rome,
ending 15 years of asylum in the U.S.
Mission in Budapest.
In 1974, the First Lady, Mrs. Gerald
Ford. underwent an operation for
breast cancer at Bethesda Naval
Hospital in Maryland.
Ten years ago: The first mayor of
Washington D.C.. a 51-year-old black,
Walter Washington, was sworn into
office.
Five years ago: Japan and
Communist China agreed to end a state
of war and establish diplomatic
relatnms.
One year ago: A panel of educators
and former military men met at West
Point to open a final inquiry into a
cheating scandal at the "Military
Academy.
Today's birthdays: broadcasting
executive William Paley is 76 years old.
Thought for today : Give me the ready
hand rather than the ready tongue —
Giuseppe Garibaldi. Italian patriot,
1807-1882.
WRITE A LF:TTEI8
I,etters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the Writer and the writer
address and phone number roust he
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever portsible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky 420;1.
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Boiling Beef  Li 594














Corned Beef Brisket 
OSCAR MATER
Sliced Bacon
ROST-RITE 10-12 LI. SIZE
LB
 LB
Prices effective through Sun. Oc;"- Mr
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WE HAVE WHAT WE ADVERTISE IF AT All P055I111. If due to
conditions beyond our control we run out of on advertised
special, we substitute o comporobie hrond at o sirnilor
savings or give you a Rom Check for the advertised special
at the special price anytime within 30 days WY GUARANTEE
WHAT WI SELL If you ore ever dissatisfied with a Kroger.
purchase we will reploce your item or refund your money
j•
4.4 U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice
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U.S. NO. 1 FANCT
Yellow Onions   5 LOS
JU1MM CUCUMBERS OS
Bell Peppers 5 FOK
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Celery Hearts












Sweet Potatoes  3 L
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TNOMPSON SEEDLESS
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BREAD MARGARE1 ICE CREAM
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5 LBS. CHOICE ROUND STEAKS
5 LBS. LEAN PORK STEAKS 
BONUS
5 LBS. FRESH GROUND BEEF BUNDLE
S LBS. FRYER QUARTERS
5 LBS. KROGER WIENERS
5 LBS. PORK SAUSAGE 
30 lbs . $2995









,ts this coupon and '10 00 purchase excluding items prohibited by
IMO rod n odditron to the cost of coupon rnertxonclise Subiect to MIMI








HMOwith this coupon and $10 00 purchase excluding items prohibited by
law and in addition to the cost of the coupon merchandise Subtect =El
411Wt.
to applicable taxes Limit one Expires Oct. 2nd
1$10 PURCHASE ENTITLES YOU TO REDEEM BOTH COUPONS
SAN MVO
Tomato Sauce 6 OZ.CANS
DEL mown












Buttercrust Bread 2 20 01FIGS 88'
ROM






71/2il 4l 59 
Brown & Serve Rolls 3Lim $109PEGS Shredded Cheese 2 PIGS402..
VILLAGE BARMY LEMON CUSTARD Olt RIG.
Angel Food Cake  230conc:m.
 
99( PDC
'Gracious Pattern Ironstone -is WORTH St OFF "1!
This Week's Feature Item
DINNER PLATE
... 79c
Toward the purchase of coe
Groctous Pattern Ironstmin one en•
VEGETABU BOWL
2.99 n
IMP . 50 couPonve4 *
.7ric•





Niblets Golden Corn 3
MUM KERNEL ON (RUM STYLI
Del Monte Corn 3 12 02CANS
Buy one 12 oz. pkg.,. 69'
Sweetheart Brown & serve
FRENCH STICKS
And get another 12 oz. pkg FREE!)
ee
U.S.D.A. Grade
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MONEY SAVERS FOR USMI AND FAMILY
Roll-On c:IF:11Eost came courow11111
SURE pi Antiseptic 3202. si39
DEODORANT usrEmpa
9c = PAOUTHWASH7 T . mtI ore Expert Ott 2couponIIIHhIIIHflhIIUII
PEAK 0101E-1-11"`oueoaJIIIIL'
ANTI- FREEZE zr,A.t. Hair Colors si 59
IMO
$329 =sibuipnra.,
.1[W CU7rO1 COUPON IC.V %a COST CNTTIN COUPON it,v,if coo curs COIWON 1C4V 
ME COSI MIR COUPON f.V [con come coupe« 









• Od Assorted Flavors "1-is Assorted Finer, Breittiv
"MUFFIN ir NZ MPPED KROGER








Limit one = with this coupon Limit one
2rul _a• .111 1 Expires Oct 2nd
11167 -11111 II I
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on. e•, = 'OWL
1 IA. COFFEE 21
WM Am = """ with this coupon Limit one ::17 
with this 
rwutc:nt. L27dt one
'I.= with Ibis coupon. Limit one We Zre with this coupon. Limit one. = win 
with this coupon. Limit one. = mm
Aft EA Expres Oct. 2nd. Expires Oct. 2nd. Expires Oct. 2̂ K inex Expires Oct 2nd — 111111 11111
EXCEPT FROM MIDNIGHT
WE ARE OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY SATURDAY 'TIL A.M. SUNDAYSHOP WHEN IT Is CONVENIENT Foe Tow
Meavviier

















For Women Near 40
By F.J.L Blasingame, M.D.
Q. Mrs. K. S., the mother
of three children by a pre-
vious marriage, is now 39
years old and wants to
have a child for her pres-
ent husband. She thinks
that she is in good health
but has heard that risks
are high for a woman of
her age to bear a child. She
asks for comment.
A. Although though you
consider your health to be
good, and your earlier
pregnancies and births
were normal, pregnancy at
your age has increased
risks. Indeed, the risks are
greater not only for a 40-
year-old woman but also
for her baby.
Older mothers are more
subject to the development
of high blood pressure dur-
ing pregnancy.
Older women are often




Diabetes mellitus can be
a serious complication
made worse by pregnancy.
Kidney and bladder
problems may be exagger-
ated by earring a baby,
especially in the later
MISS YOU& PAP131
Iambics lee ban so
rsesived their beime-d•brers4
my! of Tios MEM! lailow
Times by MO p. E. fileedey-
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753-1914 bellows 5:30 p.
ind I p. is.,
or 3:$0 p. ea. awl 4 p.s.
Saterdays, to Were delkery
•4 ibslisyttpaper. Ws most
I* pined by • p.m. week-




are seen more often in
older mothers and include
excessive bleeding with
delivery, abnormalties of
thc placenta or afterbirth,
and dangerous positions of
the baby at birth so that
delviery may be mechani-
cally difficult and atypical.
As far as the baby is
concerned, congential ab-
normalties are more fre-
quent among infants born
to older women. For exam-
ple, the chances of a baby
being a Mongoloid are far
higher when a mother is
over 35-years-old than if
they are for a younger
mother?
The birthweight is much
more variable (too low or
too high in older mothers.
Cesarean section for deliv-
ery is required more often
than in younger mothers.
These facts point out
risks, but they do not mean
that a woman at 39 years
cannot well tolerate a
pregnancy and have a nor-
mal delivery and a healthy
child.
If you have not already
done so, I suggest that you
and your husband plan to
see your physician and dis-
cuss a possible pregnancy.
After knowing the facts in
your particular cases, he
can more accurately eval-
_uate the risks. You and
your husband will then be
in a better position to make
your plans regarding an-
other child.
Some 25 per cent of the an-
nual 1.4-million ton potato crop
produced in Maine is harvested
by hand, says National Geo-
graphic.













*Select From Different Backygrounds
*Limit I Special Per SubjeselaPor Family
*Additional Finished Portraits Available At Special tow Prices In
*Groups S I 27 Each Additional Sublect
*Your Finished Portrait Delivered Here in 3 To 4 Weeks X
*Children Must Be Accompanied By A Parent
KROGER
IN MURRAY
4 BIG DAYS I
DAM Tuesday, Wednesday
Thursday & Friday 1
DATES: Sept. 27, 28, 21 & 30 c
: PHOTO NOUNS: 11 to 1 & 2 to 7
i ONE MORE WAY I
I TO SAYE AT KROGER 1




3 space age Samurai defend-
ers. 2' tall. They move on
wheels, have moveable arms
and accessories. No batter-
ies or assembly required.




Set contains 2 Hot Wheels cars,
control unit with dual stick shifts.
Racing stadium with grandstand tun-
nel, ramp, hi-banked right and left
curves. 16 ft. of track, control tow-
er, 8 flags & poles, labels & in-
structions. No batteries. Ages 4-12.
800REG. 8.97
Pulsar "comes alive" when you
press his back! His see-througn
chest exposes working "vital or-
gans". Lift his face and add a mis-




Attack carrier is 3 feet long.
Comes with Navy and Marine
Flying Aces corsairs. Ship fea-
tures a catapult launcher for one
of the planes. Label set and in-
structions included. No batter-
ies. Ship does not float.
It's a blazer and 10" dragster 4,0
one! You shift the gears! Jus%
pull the cord, slam'er in gear,
let'er rip! Comes assembled. No








BEAUTY BOUTIQUE REG. 12.97
Contains a beauty salon and a beauty show-
room. Each has real working parts. Includes
many salon accessories. Unassembled. Doll





Push her arms down and she toddles
off like real tots do—all by herself.
She turns around and comes right
back. She even lifts her arms to be
picked up. Batteries not included.




At this little depot, push the
lever to the right and stop the
train. Load the train. Push the
lever left and off it goes. 13
pieces. Unassembled. Age 2-7.
Sew Perfect
SEWING MACHINE
Ori The machine that makes sew-110 ing a snap' Just snap on the
Sew Perfect cassette and sew
up all kinds of. clothing tand
crafts. Batteries not includbd.
THE FARMER SAYS
Durable units with e6asy carrying handle and
are self standing. Select a character with the
3-D pointer and related phrases are repeated.
Ages 2-6.
Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat. Equal Opportunity Employer 753-8777








She has long, thick, sun-
streaked hair, bright blue





A complete beauty center for hours of make-up,
jewelry and hairstyling fun! Set and style her






The doll who puckers up and kisses
you back! Squeeze her tummy and
she'll pucker up her lips and kiss
you. Her head tilts back too. Ages
1-7.
L.
It's a whole new scene' Barrels et fun' And
bushels of adventure! Complete ..uith an Idea
book, animals and all the farm accessories
to 
i2needed to set up your 0.4'n I rt t le farm. Ages 4
Tuff stuff
tgordwriter
Wordwriter toy typewriter types
REG. complete word. Inaccessible inkpad,
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READING TROPHY WINNERS have been announced in
the Southwest Calloway Elementary School summer
reading program, conducted by Dr. Robert Alsup from
Murray State University and taught by Susan Ramp and
ViSU students. Over forty students participated in the
program. Some students worked in their problem areas
and others worked in their interest areas. Winners are,
left to right, front row, Elizabeth Casos, grade 1 winner,
read 74 books, Hope Simpson, grade 4 winner, read 4
books, Sherri Gallimore, grade 3 winner, read 42 books,
Randy Sons, grade 2 winner, read 134 books, Alan
Cothran, grade 2, read 108 books, Julie Casos grade 2,
read 102 books; second row, Susan Ramp, graduate
assistant, Jerry McClure, grade 7 winner, read 39 books,
Melissa Paschall, grade 6 winner, read 33 books, Tammy
McClure, grade 4 winner, read 44 books, and Dr. Alsup,
MSU instructor.
PARTICIPANTS IN the Southwest Calloway summer
reading program were, left to right, front row, Alan
Ccithran, Randy Sons, Tracy Manning, Kristy Knight, Ray
Dunn, Tommy Vance, Chris Paschall, Robin Westerman,
Sherri Gallimore, Jeff Holland, Eric Knott; second row,
Elizabeth Casos, Gary Haneline, Julie Casos, Timmy
Manning, Marty Sheridan, Billy Knight, Terry Thweatt,
Roger Gallimore, Junior Holland, Marla Tipton, Hope
Simpson; back row, David Tipton, Kathy Butterworth
Melissa Paschall, Lynne Cothran, Tammy McClure, Emily
Dunn, and Jerry McClure. Not pictured are twenty
students who were enrolled in the reading program as
thev had left the school before pictures were taken.
'INSTRUCTORS FROM Dr. Robert Alsup's class at
Murray State University for the Southwest Calloway
summer reading program were, left to right, front row,
Ann Harp, Cinda Samples, Becky Rafferty, McLean Coun-
ty teacher, Rebecca Hogancamp, Blytheville, Ark.,
teacher, Karen Smith, Cheryl Thomas; second row, Don-
na Newsome, Carol Davis, Caldwell County teacher,
Debbie Croley, Barbara Gipson, Nancy Ashburn, Anita
Thomas, Martha Pace, Renee Linn, Susan Ramp,
graduate assistant coordinator third row, Michael
Woods, Sharon Boyd, Marilyn Kersey, Rachel Baar, Mar-
tha Galloway, Wingo teacher, Dr. Alsup, Phyllis Sykes,
Crittenden County teacher, and Peter Lund.
Serious Crime Up
Less Than 1 Percent
WASHINGTON I AP) —
Serious crime in the United
States rose by less than 1 per
cent last year, showing major
improvement over the 10 per
cent increase of 1975, federal
crime statistics show.
The FBI said Tuesday there
was an 8 per cent decrease in
murders in 1976 and a 10 per
cent drop in robberies,
reducing the country's
incidence of violent crime by 4
per cent.
It was when the FBI
combined the violent crime
figures with statistics for
nonviolent crimes, such as
auto theft, that the agency
arrived at 'the overall 1976
-*lime increase of less than 1r cent.




preliminary reports show a 9
per cent decline in reported
serious crime for the first
three months of 1977."
The FBI statistics,
assembled from information
supplied by some 130 law
enforcement agencies,
showed an average of one
murder every 28 minutes last
year, one rape every nine
minutes and a robbery every
75 seconds. A car was stolen
every 33 seconds.
But the 18,780 murders, two-
thirds of them committed with
firearms, represented an 8 per
cent drop from 1975. And
murder was down 1 per cent
that year from 1974.
PAUL WINSLOW'S
VACUUM SHOP
Areas Greatest Selection of Vacuums!
Over 50 Makes & Models
We repair ANY vacuum
Ever made.
No matter where purchased
Eureka Fall Sale In Progress
*Filter Queen- Reduced 311°/0
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Red Cross 2 lb box
Macaroni
COUPON
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Limit I Per Family
Spray Starch
Expires 10-4-77













..inn' a;her Cost gm* 7.50 Add. PW.
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Good Only it Siorefs
Mark S. Pugh Serving At
Local Church Of Christ
Mark S. Pugh is now serving
with John Dale in the ministry
of the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Bro. Pugh will be working
along with Bro. Dale. His first
area of emphasis is in
studying the Bible School
program and provide
leadership in upgrading the
curriculum and working with
the supervisors and teachers
in somewhat of a "self-study"
or the total educational
program of the church.
The new minister will be
Mark S. Pugh
teaching classes, preaching in
the absence of Bro. Dale, and
involved in personal
evangelism and visitation. He
preached for the past yearlfor
the Little River Church of
Christ near Osceola, Ark.
Bro. Pugh, 25 year old
native of Newport News, Va.,
is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert S. Pugh and brother of
Annette Daugherty and David
Pugh. He graduated from
Freed-Hardeman College,
Harding College, and will
receive the Master of
Theology degree from Har-
ding Graduate School In
Memphis, In., in May 19711.
The new minister is married
to the former Linda Stub-
blefield, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ewing Stubblefield of
Hazel Route Two, and
granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Collie Stubblefield and
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford Mc-
Clure of Murray. Mrs. Pugh is
a Certified Professional
Secretary and worked for two
years as a secretary for
Plough, Inc., Memphis, Tn.
Bro. and Mrs. Pugh with
their son, Aaron, born August
19 of this year, are residing at





— She didn't qualify for
employment aid under any of
the existing categories of
underprivileged people, so one
Pennsylvania woman created
a new class.
She hopped into the Centre
County Training and
Employment Agency dressed
in a frog costume and told her
stunned audience: "I hope you




Pat Casher, director of the
Building Skills program for
minorities and disadvantaged
persons, interviewed the
unusual applicant and gave
her a job.
The frog, er, woman, was
not identified.
GETTING A LEG UP — Ap oddls proportioned sculp-
ture bs German sculptor Michael Schwarze draws a
quizzical look from a visitor at an exhibition in
Duesseldorf, West Germans. The sculpture, entitled
"Boccia," is made of plastic.
rI.E.AN - 'I ,E.A \ WATER - C,! FAN Fi(X;S
TWO BIG OZARK SALES
BREEDS IN ONE DAY
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 19
100 P.M. and 7:00 P.M. - 1 Mile Apart
Sirup none of our pigs were taken to fairs. they were not ex-
posed to diseases, We has,' put all of our top quality hogs in this
sale for your selection. Our sow herds are tested for
pseudorabies and rechecked quarterly -
40 Nosistehir• Boors 40 Chester White Boers
SO liedtpshiee Gilts TS Drilret leers
tO Newip tried Gilts 60 Chester White Gitts
40 /ail tears 20 NM( Gibs
20 Fedi Gibs 10 Chester White Bred Gilts
20 lendrece Boors 10 Drove Bred Gilts
TO leridrece Gilts 2$ F-1 Chester • Dere( Gars
/S Crossbred Gilts
For Free catalog containing pr.rfrirmafle testing infiormation,





P11. 417 469 202i
SALE AT 1:00 P.M.





SALE AT 7:00 P.M.
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INTERCEPTION — Mork Herndon of the Laker: is ii
for the ball is Mike Parker (12) of the Pilots while the
ut ready to pick off this pass in the endzone for on interception. Leaping
efensive bock beside Parker is Roy Williams of the Laker:.
(Stuff Photos by Mike tremolos)
LAMS EVERYWHERE — Donnie Hodges of the Pilots doesn't have much room to run as the takers have him pinned near the
sideline. Laker defenders include David Brandon (33), Jimmy Scruggs (65) and Tom Locke (66).
Calloway Jayvees Lose
22-14 To Fulton County
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
When Stan Outland took the
football coaching job at
Calloway County High School,
he probably thought he would
not be playing on the varsity
level until the fall of 1979.
That's when the varsity
program at Calloway is
scheduled to begin.
The Lakers are a bit ahead
of the timetable. Last week,
the Laker junior varsity ran
into Lone Oak, which played
quite a few varsity people in
the jayvee team, and
Calloway dropped a 38-14
contest.
The Lakers played their
first home "varsity" game
Tuesday afternoon as they lost
a 22-14 game to Fulton County.
Fulton County, which has
just over 300 students in the
school, has a very young
varsity football team. In fact,
there are only three seniors on
the varsity roster of the Pilpts
and only ajnere scattering of
juniors, thus meaning, the
Pilots have to use many
varsity players in jayvee
games.
The experience and the size
advantage of the Pilots proved
to be the winning edge as
Fulton County overcame a 14-
12 deficit with a touchdown
and a safety in the final
period.
After Calloway had taken
the lead at 14-12, the Lakers
kicked off and on the first play
from scrimmage, quar-
terback Joe Warren fired a
pass to tight end Darrell
Holder complete for a gain of
60 yards, moving the ball from
their own 25 down to the Laker
15.
"Had it not been for that one
play, I feel we had a good
chance to win the game,"
Outland said.
"We had a boy back in our
defensive backfield who had
not played the po§itiion before
and both of our defentive
backs let Holder beat them,"
Outland added.
The 60-yard pass proved to
be the downfall for on the next
play, the Pilots rammed the
ball in 15 yards as halfback
David Robinson streaked
down the left sideline to the
endzone. The two-point con-
version from Warren to
halfback Jeff Mays made it a
20-14 lead for Fulton County.
Outland had no other choice
but to gamble. Facing a fourth
and five from their on 15 on the
first series after the Pilot TD,
the Lakers went for the first
down but the pass fell in-
complete.
Fulton County took over on
the Laker 25 but on a fourth
and one play, failed to get the
first down .and gave the ball
back to the Lakers. On the
first play from scrimmage for
Calloway, quarterback Tim
Holsapple was sacked for an
11-yard loss.
After the second down pass
fell incomplete, Holsapple was
tackled in the endzone for a
safety to make it 22-14 with
only a few seconds left in the
contest.
"In the last two or three
minutes of the game, the of-
fensive line just let everybody
come in on them," Outland
said.
As has been the story for the
Laker jayvees, the first half
•proved very costly.
Fulton County almost
scored on their first
possession but a 50-yard drive
ended in the endzone as the
Lakers' Mark Herndon in-
tercepted a pass. Herndon
tried to run the ball out and
was nailed on the three. After
getting nowhere on offense,
the Lakers, backed up almost
out of the endzone, had to
punt.
The Pilots took over at the
Calloway 20 and then on the
first play of the second
quarter scored as Mays
carried in from two yards out.
Fulton County worked the
ball down to the Laker 30 late
in the second period but could
get no closer as the series
ended when Howard Garland
of the Lakers made the first of
his two fumble recoveries.
"We played sloppy ball in
the first half. We've been a
second half club all season,"
Outland said.
We have to play catch-up
ball all the time. I'd like to get
ahead early just once to see if
we could hold a lead," he
added.
The second TD for the Pilots
came on another breakdown
on the first play of the second
half. Mays recovered a fumble
on his own 25, picked it up and
ran 75 yards down the right
side for the TD, making it 12-0.
It was the second fumble
recovery by Howard Garland
that helped lead to the first
Laker TD.
Garland recovered a fumble
on the Laker 34 on the first
play of the final period. Then
quarterback Tim Holsapple
went to work.
Holsapple hit Mark Herndon
for a pick-up of 23 yards on the
second down play and carried
the Lakers across midfield
and down to the Pilot 39. Then
on the next play, Holsapple hit
Roy Williams for a gain of 13
yards and another first down.
With a first and 10 at the 26,
the Lakers got yet another
first down as Holsapple fired a
15-yard completion to Hern-
don down at the Pilot 11.
On a second and nine from
the 10, Holsapple connected
with Williams who caught the
ball on the five. After being
hit. Williams took advantage
fo a block from Troy Garland
and scampered into the end-
zone for the TD.
While Fulton County was
still standing on the defensive
huddle, the whistle was blown
and the Lakers simply picked
the ball up and ran it into the
endzone for the conversion.
Troy Garland picked up the
two-pointer.
Then came the biggest
break of the game for the
Lakers. After the kickoff,
Fulton County took over at
their own 35. On the first play
from scrimmage, they
fumbled and Troy Garland
picked up the ball and ran it
back into the endzone for the
TD. The conversion pass fell
incomplete on the left side and
the Lakers led 14-12.
"A lot of boys would have
just fallen on the ball,"
Outland said of Garland's TD.
But Troy went for it and
got it. He wants to play as
hard as anyone on the team
and he takes a lot of pride at
his linebacker ,_position,"
Outland added.
Then immediately after the
Laker IT) came the break-
down on the 60-yard pass and
the 15-yard TD run to give the
Pilots the lead and that was
the game.
"Defensively, I thought we
had good performances from
Troy Garland and Richard
Young. On offense, John
Canady did some hard
running and I felt Holsapple
did a fine job of passing and
showing some leadership,"
Outland added.
The passing of Holsapple
was one of the few bright sots
in the offense. otherwise, the
Lakers had minus rushing
yardage on the day against the
huge Fulton County team.
Fulton County's jayvee
team is 3-0 on the season while
the Lakers are winless in four
starts.
The Laker jayvees will play
at Marshall County in a 6:30 p.
m. game next Tuesday The
Laker frosh are in action
Thursday with a 6:30 p m.
game at Ballard Memorial.
New Place To Play
MILWAUKEE AP-
Negotiations are underwa to
move a North American








had been held on possible
dates and lease terms.
But NAM. Commissioner
Phil Woosnam said no formal
application had been received
from any Milwaukee group to
join the 18-member league












Use to install insulation and vapor barriers; repair fences
and screens; reupholster furniture; fasten ceiling tile or
lay floor coverings; much more. Drives five staple sizes:
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, 9-PC. ,i,CORNING v WARE set.
Goes frontfteezer to oven to table—so you can cook,
serve, and freeze in the same dish. Set includes 11/2-
quart baking dish with glas4 lid, 8-inch square dish, two
2% cup petite saucepans with 2 glass lids plus 2 plastic
freezer lids. P430
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Middle School And East
Grab Junior High Wins
East Calloway racked up its second win in three games and
Murray Middle School opened its season with a win Tuesday
night as three junior high football games were played. in the
local area.
At East Calloway, the host team took a 28-18 win over
Southwest Calloway while at Benton, Murray Middle Trolled
to an impressive 72-0 win. In the other game, North Calloway
fell 20-Oat South Marshall.
East 28 Southwest 18
Southwest took an early 6-0 lead in the contest after a bad
snap on a punt attempt by East rolled into the endzone. East
recovered the ball and returned it to their own three then on a •
third down play, Southwest scored as quarterback Dan Key
scored on a keeper to the right side.
Early in the second period, East took the lead as Randy
Dawson hit Lester Woods on a 23-yard scoring play then on
the conversion, the two again teamed up to give East an 8-6
lead.
The final TD of the first half came after East took over on
the Southwest 25 following a punt. The scoring drive was
capped by an 18-yard run by Jeff Garrison off right tackle.
Garrison went up the middle for the conversion and East led
16-6 at intermission.
On the first play of the second half, Southwest closed the
gap to 16-12 as Dan Key hit Brad Miller on a 50-yard scoring
pass. The conversion failed.
Near the end of the third period, East capped a 70-yard
scoring march as Garrison went around right end for a 30-
yard TD jaunt and made it a 22-12 lead for East.
Garrison, who picked up 162 yards rushing on 14 carries,
scored his third TD early in the fourth period as he ended
another long East drive with a 29-yard run around right end,
making it 28-12 in favor of East.
The final TD of the game came on a reverse play for 40
yards with Sduthwest's Jeff Norsworthy getting the six-
pointer.
"He broke two or three tackles on the play. I felt like it was
the best run he's had and the best run of the game,"
Southwest coach Merrill Brick said.
While Garrison was rushing for162 yards, Dawson picked
up 125 yards on the ground and completed passes for 42 more
yards.
"We got a real good game out of James Howishell," East
coach Bill Miller said of his middle linebacker.
"I also felt Craig Robertson gave us a good game at
defensive end and blocked well as a fullback. But I was upset
with our penalties. We had more penalties in the game than
we've had in our first two games combined. We had ,two
touchdowns called back. And in the first half, we had 55 yards
in penalties and that really hurt us," Miller added.
East, now 2-1, plays a 5 p.m. game next Tuesday at North
Calloway.
Southwest coach Merrill Brick said he was very pleased
with the play of fullback Tony Jetton. "He picked up 60 tough
yards up the middle and they were all on his own.
"I also thought Brad Miller had an excellent game in the
offensive backfield and the defensive secondary. He caught
the 50-yard pass for the TD and he caught another one for 35
yards that took us all the way down to the East two-yard
line," Brick said.
"We had the ball on a third and goal from the two when the
game ended. I also felt we got good play from Jeff
Phillies Celebrate By
Usual Popping Of Corks
By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports Writer
Norsworthy. He threw for one touchdown, scored another one
and directed our drive late in the game. I was also impressed
with the play of Jeff Butterworth on defense. He really did a
good job of sticking people and played hard-nosed ball.
"It was an improved effort for us but it's still not what
we're hoping for," Coach Brick added.
Southwest, now 0-3, will play at North Marshall in a 6:30
p.m. game next Tuesday.
Murray 22 Benton 0
The Tigers played well on defense but did not get untracked
on offense with very late in the second period.
"We played a little shaky in the first half but we were a
little more organized in the second half," Coach HarodWest
said.
Shortly before the end of the half, Charlie Santagado
connected on an option pass to Stefon Reed and carried
Murray Middle down to the Benton three before time ran out
and the half ended in a scoreless tie.
Toward the middle of the third period, the Tigers finally
scored as tailback Charlie Santagado went 50 yards on a
broken pass play down the right side. Santagado kept on the
conversion and Murray Middle led 8-0.
Near the end of the third period, Santagado recorded his
second TD of the game as he went off right tackle for the
score. Fullback Walter Payne added the conversion and the
Tigers led 16-0.
The final score, capping a 50-yard sustained drive, came in
the middle of the fourth period as Todd Rutherford plunged
off the right side of the line from a yard out. The conversion
failed and Murray led 22-0.
"We alternated quarterbacks and got good games out of
both Darren Hooper and David McMillen," assistant coach
Richard Farrell said.
"I felt we had outstanding offensive play from Santagado,
Payne and Rutherford.
"Steve Blivin gave us a good game at safety. He had a pass
interception and returned it 35 yards to help set up our last
touchdown. Randy Halley also played very well as a
defensive end and at right offensive tackle and Don Hargrove
played well as a guard on both offense and defense.
"I was also pleased with the play of David Schmaltz at
defensive tackle and offensive left end and with the play of
Payne at linebacker," Farrell added.
Murray Middle will open its home season next Tuesday
with a 6:30 p.m. game in Holland Stadium against Reidland.
South Marshall 26 North Calloway 0
A tough South Marshall club, which has now defeated all
three junior high teams from Calloway County, rolled to a 20-
0 lead at halftime.
South scored after an interception in the first period left
them knocking on the door at the Laker 30. The first score
came on a 20-yard run from scrimmage by the Rebel quar-
terback. The conversion failed and South led 6-0.
After North punted away on their second possession, the
Rebels took over at midfield and used six plays to score on a
five-yard run. South also got the conversion and led 14-0.
North Calloway picked up a couple of first downs early in
the second period and worked inside the Rebel 40 before they
gave up the ball. Near the end of the half, South Marshall
again scored six plays later.
North Calloway did come close to scoring late in the game.
On a third and five play, halfback Tommy Workman carried
55 yards around the left end down to the South Marshall four-
yard line but the Lakers were unable to penetrate deeper.
"We were able to play most of the kids on the roster," Nor-
th coach Steve Payne said.
"Workman picked up about 80 yards on the ground and
that's the first time he's played for us. We also got a good
game from halfback Bob Frye and from quarterback Kirk
Starks.
"I was very pleased with our defensive play in the second
half. I felt we got' fine defensive play from Greg Darnell,
Steve Young, Kevin Kernell, Shawn Jones, Ronnie Fortner,
CHICAGO (AP) — Larry Bowa hopped around like a Randall Crass, Harold Pritchett, Terry Bourland, Mike Shen-
drenched rat. Veteran Tim McCarver laughed like a kid. pard and Greg Garland," Coach Payne added.
Even soft-spoken Manager Danny Ozark smiled as the North Calloway, winless in three starts, will host East
champagne poured down his head. Calloway to a 5 p.m. game next Tuesday.
The Philadelphia Phillies celebrated their National League
East title-clinching triumph with traditional swigging,
spraying and silliness. But they won't be satisifed with just
one party this year.
"The celebration isn't as loud as last year. The fellas are
taking it with less excitement. We want to play in the World
Series," said Mike Schmidt after Tuesday's 15-9 victory over
the Chicago Cubs in which he hit his 38th homer on his 28th
birthday.
The Phillies won their first divisional crown last season,
but were beaten in the playoffs in three straight games by
Cincinnati.
"Last year, we were happy with just winning our division.
This year, we won't be happy unless we win it all," said
Bowe, who smacked four singles Tuesday.
The next target is the National League pennant. That battle
begins next Tuesday in Los Angeles against the Dodgers in a
best-of-five series.
The Cubs fell behind 11-2 when Philadelphia scored seven
runs in the seventh inning. But they rebounded with two runs
in the seventh and five in the eighth, closing the gap to 12-9.
However, the determined Phillies scored three more runs in
the ninth, locking up the victory and the East championship.
"We wanted it. We wanted it bad and we got it," said
reliever Tug McGraw.
McGraw replaced Larry Christenson, 18-6, who won his
sixth straight start. Christenson was knocked out with two
men on and none out in the eighth.
Christenson also cracked a grand slarnrner in the seventh
for his third homer of the season and drove in a run with a
bunt in the second off loser Bill Bonham, 10-13.
Catcher Bob Boone knocked in three runs with a single,
double and grounder.
"I went in the pule very psyched up with the idea it's a
money game and tried to control myself. When I go out of this
game, I'd like to be remembered as a money player and
today gave me great satisfaction," Boone said.
By clinching the title against the Cubs, the Phillies beat the
team that had led the National League East longer than they
did.
On May 28, the Cubs defeated Pittsburgh and toolaltalf-
game lead over Pittsburgh. They held it until Aug. 5, when
they lost to San Diego while Philadelphia beat the Dodgers.
NOTICE
Ray Clark, Superintendent, City of Murray Street
Department, announces that the Street Department
will begin its annual leaf pick up service for the citizens
of the City of Murray effective immediately. Leaves
should be put in plastic bags and placed at the curb. To
avail themselves of this service, residents are asked to
call 753-3790 between the hours of 7:00 A.M. and 3:30
P.M.
The regular leaf machine pick up will begin later in the
season and will be announced by the news media.
GET IT ROY — Ovarterbotii Tim Rolm,* (10) lets fly with
a pass to Roy Williams of the Laker:. Williams hauled in the
pass and picked up short yardage on the ploy.





The Prediction: Last Fight For Ali?
The last hurrah of Muhammad All may be just a few
hours away, one way or the other.
NBC will carry the Thursday fight live and in an effort to
be sure people are tuned in, they've been calling challenger
Earnie Shavers one of the greatest hitters in decades.
Trash.
Rocky Marciano could have knocked Shavers or All out of
the Garden, Billy Conn could have done it, Dempsey or Tun-
ney, or for that matter, perhaps Joe Louis or a serious Max
Baer.
Before All came along, boxing was at its low ebb-tide. The
age of violence on television was confined to Matt Dillon
and Chester. Two years before All came on the scene,
Emile Griffith had killed Bennie "The Kid" Peret in the
ring.
After Marciano had retired in 1955, thers was a major
decline in the popularity of boxing. Floyd." atterson took
the crown, then in 1959, Ingemar Johansson upset Pat-
terson. Two years later, Patterson got the title back in a
rematch then lost it in 1962 to Sonny Liston and also lost a
rematch with Liston the following year.
On February 24, 1964, in Miami, Cassius Clay whipped
Liston in the sixth round and that began a new era in
boxing. Since then, All has lost twice, once to Joe Frazier
and once to Ken Norton.
He has revived boxing, give the man credit for that. But
at the same time, he had made a farce out of the sport too.
His rope-a-dope routine is not fighting, it's dutking or more
simply, "chickening."
In amateur boxing, it would be okay to use such a defen-
sive strategy. But in a heavyweight title fight, it's a little
different. People are paying to see a fight, not a slow-dance
performed in the spotlight. You can catch that free on
American Bandstand.
Ali has never lost a title in the ring.
He lost his title universally on February 16, 1970, when
Joe Frazier floored WBA champion Jimmy Ellis in four
rounds. Ali knocked out Zora Folley on March 22, 1967, and
because of his refusal to enter the military, did not fight
again until he returned to the ring in October of 1970 and
stopped Jerry Quarry in three rounds.
After winning the crown from Ellis, Frazier kept it until
he was floored in the second round by 1973 by George
Foreman. Then on October 30, 1974, the now-famous "rum-
ble in the jungle" found Ali posting an eight round knockout
over Foreman in Zaire.
Can Earnie Shavers win?
Yes. Like we said, one way or the other, All's career may
be over Thursday.
If the fight goes past five rounds, it will be to the ad-
vantage of All, who will weigh in at a relatively trim 220
pounds. Shavers will be more of a threat to floor All in the
earlier rounds.
All has already said he plans to use the rope-a-dope and
let Shavers punch himself out. If indeed Shavers is as hard
as puncher as NBC claims, the question is how much
banging can Ali's arms take?
If All is to win the fight, he'll do it anywhere from the six-
the round on to the 11th. Then after that, if both fighters are
still going, look for Shavers to take control.
If the fight goes the distance, Shavers might very well
win it on a split decision.
The fight will boil down to this: How much can Shavers
take? We know he can dish out some punishment, afterall,
he did knockout Young.
Forget about those two "knockdowns" All suffered last
week in the sparring bout with Jimmy Ellis. They mean
nothing. In fact, there may not have been two knockdowns,
or even one.
Ellis has previously knocked down All twice, only once in
a bout, and All has also been knocked down by Henry
Cooper and Joe Frazier.
So how could this be the end of Mi's career if he wins?
Very simple. He's demanding 12 million dollars to fight the
winner of an unplanned fight between Norton and Young.
By the time Norton and Young fight and 12 million dollars
is raised to pay Ali, the present heavyweight champ might
be on social security. It's not worth 12 million. All knows it
too.
All is hanging on the edge. He knows that too. He also
knows that Shavers can end it all with one punch. Ali knows
that win or lose, this is his last fight.
The prediction: All will go out a winner.
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PHILCO 19" COLOR PORTABLE
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Larry Christenson got the
Philadelphia Phillies their big
victory and, like a couple of
other National League
pitchers, he did it with his bat
as well as his arm.
Christenson belted a grand-
slam home run and knocked in
five funs as the Phils defeated
the Chicago Cubs 15-9 to
capture the NI. East title.
J.R. Richard backed his
fourhitter with a run-scoring
single as the Houston Astr.os
stopped the Atlanta Bravesi-
5.
And St. Louis' Bob Forsch
slammed a two-run double to
go with his eight-hit pitching
to pace the,Cardinals to a 5-3
ctory over the Montreal
'Expos.
-I knew that when I went to
the plate that there were three
men on base," said
Christenson, 18-6. "But when I
hit it, I had to look again, and I




flowed, all right, but the
Phillies' party this time was
different.
"The celebration isn't as
loud as last year," said Mike
Schmidt, the Phillies' slugging
third baseman. "The fellas
are taking it with less
excitement. We want to play
in the World Series."
Christenson, who has won 14
of his last 15 decisions, helped
the Phils balloon their lead to
11-2 in the seventh inning
before Chicago came back
with five runs in the eighth —
II three off reliever Tug
McGraw.
The Phils will be in Los
Angeles next Tuesday for the
opening of the best-of-five
series for the NL pennant and
a World Series berth.
"Last year, we were happy
with just winning our division.
This year we won't be happy
- unless we win it all," said
shortstop Larry Bowa, who
added four singles to the
Philadelphia attack.
Astros 7, Braves 5
Right-hander J . R
Richard's run-scoring single
capped a four-run Houston
inning as the Astros defeated
Atlanta. Richard held the
Braves to just four hits despite
giving up five runs, includuig
a three-run homer to Jerry
Royster. Cesar Cedeno hit a
three-run shot for Houston.
Cardinals 5, Expos 3
Bob Forsch backed his
eighthitter with a two-run
double to post his 20th victory
of the season as St. Louis
defeated Montreal.
Mets 7, Pirates 1
Steve Henderson drove in
three runs with a homer and a
double to back Nino
Espinosa's fair-hitter as New
York snapped a seven-game
Pittsburgh winning streak.
Padres 3, Reds 1
George Hendrick's solo
homer paced San Diego to its
victory over Cincinnati as
Rollie Fingers got his 35th
save of the season. Johnny
Bench homered for the Reds's
lone run.
Dodgers 5, Giants 2
Home runs by Steve Garvey
and Rick Monday powered
Los Angeles over San
Francisco. Garvey's homer,
his 32nd, tied the Los Angeles
record set by Jimmy Wynn in
1974.
Rumor Unfounded?
MOSCOW (API — A top
Soviet Olympic official has
dismissed as "baseless"
allegations that the Soviet
Union is viorking to exclude
Israel from the 1980 Summer
Games here.
In a letter last week to the
U.S. Olympic Committee, 72
congressmen accused the
Soviets and third-world
nations of trying to make
Israel ineligible for the
Olympics by campaigning for
its ouster from 26 separate
Olympic sports federations.
In an interview with the
weekly Literaturnaya Gazeta,
Soviet Olympic Committee
Deputy Chairman Vitaly G.
Smirnov said today: "Neither
the committee nor the
leadership of Soviet sports





order to obstruct its
participation in the 1980
Olympic Games.
"All this, to put it gently, is
idle invention."
•
ALMOST GONE — Calloway County end Steve Barnett reaches for this pass and almost am*
it. Nod he made the grab, he would have picked up a lot more yardage. Defending for Fulton
County is Ricky Winters (80).
(Staff Metes by Milte Itrandea)
Yankees Edge Indians,
Magic Number At Three
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
The Boston Red Sox are
beginning to realize that no
matter what they do, it's not
going to be enough.
The Red Sox swept the
Toronto Blue Jays 6-5 and 5-1
Tuesday night but gained little
ground and lost precious time
in the American League East
pennant race. While Boston
was taking Toronto twice, the
division-leading New York
Yankees won their fifth
straight game with a 2-1
victory over Cleveland.
Boston picked up a halfgame
on New York, which leads the
second-place Red Sox by three
games. But, with just five
games remaining on the
schedule, the Yankees' magic
number for clinching the East
dropped to three.
"Nobody on this club has
any reason to look down," said
Fird Sox veteran Carl
Yhstrzemski. "We've had a
great September (20-7) and
the Yankees just had a better
one.
"I wouldn't mind losing a
pennant like this because we
didn't lose it, the other team is
winning it. We lust have to
take our hats off to the
Yankees. They've done what
they had to do to be ahead of
us."
The Red Sox, who have set
all kinds of personal and team
records this season and might
win 100 games yet finish third
in their division, haven't
exactly conceded the pennant
to New York. But they are
generous in praising the
Yankees.
"The Yankees have played
some kind of baseball," said
ace reliever Bill Campbell,
who collected sAes in both
games and has a league-
leading 31 for the season.
Yastrzemski collected his.
100th RBI of the year in the
nightcap, joining Butch
*NOTICE *
Effective Oct. 1, 1977, the Murray
Sanitation Dept. will no longer accept
the use of 55-gallon drums as refuse
containers for residential or com-




Hobson and Jim Rice in that
club. And Rice, with two
safeties in the second game,
became the first Red Sox
player in 30 years to get 200
hits in a season.
In other American League
action, Baltimore stayed alive
in the Eastern Division race
with a 6-1 triumph over
Detroit, Chicago beat
Minnesota 8-6, Milwaukee
topped California 7-5, and
Oakland swept a
doubleheader from Kansas
Ctiy, 4-2 in 15 innings and 3-2.
Yankees 2, Indians 1
Reliever Jim Bibby's third
wild pitch in three innings
allowed Thurman Munson to
score with the winning run in
the ninth inning. Munson had
led off the inning with a single,
the only hit off Bibby.
Orioles 6, Tigers 1
Mike Flanagan struck out 13
in hurling a five-hitter for
Baltimore, which trails New
York by four games. Pat
Kelly's 10th homer of the
season, his first since June 17,
was the key blow for
Baltimore.
"It looks bleak, very bleak
at this time," said Manager
Earl Weaver of the Orioles
chances to win the division.
White Sox 8, Twins 6
Richie Zisk slammed two
home runs and drove in five
runs as Chicago clinched third
place in the West. Larry Hisle
upped his league-leading RBI
total to 116 with a double in the
first.
Brewers 7, Angels 5
Don Money's two-run homer
446 • ta,t




Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake
Located at Buchanan Resort
Close to Paris Landing
Ph, 642-8810









Sings A, Pla‘s The Organ
Every Fri. & Sat. Night
from 7 to 11
Sports Deals
in the 10th inning won the
game for Milwaukee.
A's 4-3, Royals 2-2
Jerry Tabb's two-run homer
in the 15th won the first game
for Oakland. A seventh-inning
error by Kansas City center
field Willie Wilson allowed the
'winning run to score in the
nightcap.





defensive end. Waived Greg
Johnson, defensive lineman.
DETROIT LIONS — Signed
Bill Larson, tight end. Waived
Randy Rich, defensive back.
WASHINGTON REDSKINS
— Activated Brig Owens,
safety, and Chris Hanburger,
linebacker from the taxi




NEW YORK YANKEES —
Announced Tacoma of the
Pacific Coast League will be
their Class AAA affiliate,
replacing Syracuse of the
International League.
MINNESOTA TWINS —
Signed a two-year working
agreement with the Toledo











LOS ANGELES LAK FRS ,-$-
Waivea C.J. Kupec, center
and Keith Starr and Grover
Woolard, guards.
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Ali Predicted To Retain His




Muhammad All admits he is
not the fighter he once was,
and obviously Earnie Shavers
will try and cash in on that
fact Thursday night when All
defends his heavyweight title
at Madison Square Garden,
But Shavers will find — as
the Shavers of the boxing
world have discovered 19
times already — that Ali is not
disposed to yield the title yet.
Shavers will find the
greatest stumbling block in
his path to the title is not Ali's
left jab, his quick
combinations or footwork.
Those weapons have faded
with age and constant combat.
What remains intact
through Ali's 17-year pro
career and 56 fights is his
determination to retire as
world heavyweight champion.
Not even with boxing's
hardest punch will Shavers
find a counter-weapon to Ali's
courage or willpower.
"Retiring champion — with
my title — means more to
me," says the 35-year-old Ali,
"than having $'20 million and
not having the title."
All concedes that Shavers'
' only chance is his devastating
punching power. In 54
victories, Shavers has
knocked out 52 opponents, the
highest knockout percentage
of any heavyweight in history.
He kayoed Jimmy Young in
one round and Jimmy Ellis in
three rounds in 1973, and last
April he knocked out Howard
Smith in two rounds.
"His best shot is to knock
me out before he gets tired,"
says Ali, "and that's seven
rounds.
"If he's as slow as he looks,
as shiftless as he looks," says
All, "I won't have to dance,
just move back and forth a
little bit."
Along with packing a
dynamite punch, Shavers also
packs a glass jaw. Three of
Shavers' five losses have been
by knockout — Ron Stander in
five rounds, Jerry Quarry in
one and Ron Lyle in six.
All three probably swung
with more authority than All
does now, but Shavers will go
down from a combination of
fatigue and accumulative
punches. Only seven times in
60 fights has Shavers gone 10
rounds, never longer.
All has been knocked down
only four times in his career,
and he has gotten up each
time. The first two
knockdowns were by ,Sonny
Banks in 1962 and Henry
Cooper in 1963. All wound up
knocking out both of those
fighters.
Ali aLto was knocked down
by Joe Frazier,-also a heavy
hitter, and Chuck Wepner, by
a fluke punch that landed
while Wepner was standing on
Ali's foot.
In Ali's last serious title
defense — almost a year ago
against Ken Norton in Yankee
Stadium — Norton found
himself with a chance to
become champion. All he had
to do was throw punches in the
last 30 seconds of the 15th
round.
He didn't; All did. In 30
seconds of exhaustion, All
proved he was a champion;
Norton proved he was not.
All has predicted knockouts
between rounds four and
seven.
This eorner says Shavers
will go in eight.
REMEMBER LAST WINTER?
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• Fon-forced hot air • Instant heat ele-
ment • Thermostatically controlled • Safe-




Storm Window Kit—Clear plot
..7..io..ers tour w,nclows
Storm Door Kit . 994
Furnac• Fillors—Stoclt up
for winter most popular
1\ szet Reg 79(
Electric Chain Saw—Double insulated
chain saw is ideal for cutting fire-
wood, trimming branches Automatic
oiler, Oregon bar & chain, bucking
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Wctater
DUAL HEAT • 1320 or 1500
watts • Automatic thermostat
• Safety tip-over switch • Fan
Forced hot air. Reg. 25.97 58 30o A
1320-1500 Watt TompMostor
Heater • 26.97
1200 Pump Shotgun—Choice of 12 or
20 go. Has 3 interchangeable chokes.






• Powerful fan motor •
Dual Heat selection •
1300-1500 watt • Au-
tomatic thermostat. Reg.





Sale Pric•s Good Through Saturday At Over 650 Stores Throughout the South and Southwest
Bel-Air Center 9-6 
Mon.-Thurs.)
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Grand Jury Accuses Korean Businessman Of Influence Buying
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
federal grand jury is accusing
a Washington businesammi of
conspiring with the Korean




The grand jury issued an
indictment Tuesday of
Koteanborn cosmetics
manufacturer Hancho C. Kim,
charging that he conspired to
defraud the United States and
that he made a false
declaration to the grand jury.
Later, a second grand jury
in Baltimore indicted Kim on
a charge of income tax
evasion. Each of the three
charges carries a maximum
penalty of five years in jail
and a maximum $10,000 fine.
The conspiracy indictment
was the second in the grand
jury's investigation of alleged
South Korean efforts to buy
influence in Congress and for
the first time accused the
KCIA of direct involvement in
the effort.
Earlier, the grand jury
indicted Korean rice dealer
Tongsun Park on 36 charges.
Park, indicted in absentia,
was accused of bribery and
with acting as a foreign agent
to buy influence in Congress
with cash, gifts and parties.
Park is in South Korea and
is fighting Justice Department
efforts to return him to the
United States.
Meanwhile, Rep. Donald M.
Fraser, D-Minn., confirmed
• reports Tuesday night that a
KCIA agent named Sohn
Young Ho has defected and is
in the custody of U.S.
marshals. Fraser said Sohn is
cooperating with the House
subcommittee on
International organizations in
its investigation of alleged
Korean efforts to influence
U.S. foreign policy.
The New York Times
identified Sohn as the KCIA
agent in charge of New York
area operations and said he
was accredited as a Korean
consular official in New York.
In its indictment Tuesday,
the grand jury Vaid the KCIA
delivered $600,000 to Kim's
home to finance the influence-
buying scheme from Aug. 15,
1974, until April of 1976.
It said Kim and a KCIA
agent with the Korean
embassy, Kim Sang Keun,
sent more than 141 Telex
messages from Kim's
suburban Washington home to
KCIA headquarters in Seoul to
report progress.
The grand jury said Hancho
Kim also got instructions from
Happy Newyear
Leaves Sleepy Eye
For Good At 95
SLEEPY EYE, Minn. (AP)
- Happy Newyear, a man
who didn't celebrate his
unusual name, died Monday at
theage of 95.
vilorn in Gresham, Neb., his
real name was Emil Neujahr.
In the German, Neujahr
means "new year." He
changed the spelling of his last
name to "Newyear."
"Happy" was a nickname
given him by friends years
ago. The name stuck.
Eventually, he had his name
listed in the Sleepy Eye
telephone directory as Happy
Newyear.
Because of his name,
Newyear frequently was
sought out for news interviews
around the New Year's
holiday. But he didn't like
publicity and generally
refused to be interviewed.
OCCUPATIONAL
ADDRESS
MAUMEE, Ohio 1AP -
What's more appropriate than
a foot doctor who lives in Foot-
ville?
Robert Purdy, a podiatrist
here, received a letter recently
that had been mistakenly sent
first to, of all places, a Wiscon-
sin town of Footville.
In 1932, sugar sold at five








an assistant to the director of
the KCIA in Seoul, Gen. Yang
Doo Wan, who is also known as
Lee Sang Ho.
The grand jury named Kim
Sang Keun and Yang Doo Wan
as =indicted co-conspirators.
Kim Sang Keun, at one time
the No. 2 KCIA agent attached
to the South Korean Embassy
in Washington, defected and
cooperated with investigators.
He previously was reported to
have told the grand jury that
he personally delivered the
$600,000 to Hancho Kim.
The new indictment charges
that the KCIA money Hancho
Kim got was "for the purpose
of distributing the money to
members of the Congress."
However, no congressmen are
named in the indictment.
The indictment does say he
entertained two unnamed
congressmen at a dinner at an
expensive restaurant in














A78x13 Polygloss whitewall custom $29.50 $1.73
F78x14 Polygloss whitewall custom $38.75 $2.42
G78x15 Polygloss whitewall custom $41.50 $2.65





A78x13 Cushion Belt Polygloss $25.00 $1.73
1178x13 Cushion But Polygloss $25.00 $1.80
5 Other Popular Sizes Available _
Size D•sc ription PRICE
Plus F.E.T.
No Trade Needed
AR78:13 78 Series Polygloss $34.00
Radial Whitewall
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Size i Description PRICE
Plus F E T
No Treele Needed
BR78x13 Custom Poly. Steel $49.95 $2.06
GR78x151 Custarn Poly. Steel $69.95 $2.90
HR78x15 Custom Poly. Steel $74.95 $3.11
GR78-15 Custom Tread Whitewall $69.95 $2.90
All tires not available at all stores. Call for your size.
Goodyear Service Stores will be closed all day Tuesday,
October 4 for inventory. So we're clearing out as much
merchandise as possible before that date. And we've
slashed prices to move out hundreds of items!
APPLIANCES •TV AND STERE •
GE Heavy Duty
2-Speed Washer  '299°'
GE Heavy Duty Dryer 
G.E. Harvest GoW
Heavy Duty Washer 
9149s









GE 15' Chest  '329P31
GE 20' Chest  14611
'499"
G. E. 12 Ft.
Upright $299°'
19" Portable Black & White
TV


















• Complete chassis lubrication and 011 change • Helps
ensure long wearing parts and smooth, quiet performance
• Includes light trucks
Ask for our Free Battery Power Chock
Front-End $1388
Alignment Parts extra if needed.u S made cars-
Exc hides 'rant wirer! drive cars
• Complete analysis and alignment correction-to increase
tire mileage and improve steering • Precision equipment,
used by experienced mechanics, helps ensure a precision
alignment
Guaranteed Winterizing Protection
$1 88 Well check entire cooling system and winterizeyour car to -20° protection - check radiatorand water pump for leaks - pressure test sys-
tem - inspect and tighten hoses - check fan
belt -- pressure test radiator cap drain and
refill with up to two gallons of antifreeze.
We will then guarantee to maintain your cooling system antifr
eeze
needs for a six month period Should you lose any or all of 
your coolant,
we will replace amount necessary to bring to -20' after coo
ling sys-
tem has been inspected and repaired or certified
 to he in such coed,
lion to avoid future loss






2-Whetell Front Disc: • Install new front disc brake pads • 
Re-
pack and inspect front wheel bearings • Inspect 
calipers, hy-
draulic system and rotors (does not include rear wheel
s)
OR
4-Wheel Drum-type: • Install new brake linings all fou
r wheels
• Repack front wheel bearings • Inspect drums and b
rake hy-




P Price includes parts and labor
• Our mechanics electronically fine-tune your engine •
New points, plugs and condenser • Test charging/starting
systems, time engine, adjust carburetor • Helps maintain
a Smooth running engine • Includes Datsun. TOyota. ‘ihN
and light trucks. Cars with electronic ignition $41 less.
ET-IV Mag Wheels
Exclusive Uni-LugTM fits pn0st popular bolt patterns, in-
cluding disc or drum bolt applications Chrome lugs extra
$2988 $3688 $4288
13 x 5 5 14 x 6 75 15 ' 5
Complete Mounting Service Available
GOODITYEAR
Westinghouse 17' Gold  '3991°
G. E. Harvest Gold
Ice thru Door 
$97900
GE Gold 16' Frostfrn  '469"
GE White 12' Deluxe  '295"
Tappan Deluxe  126615
Tappan with Browner  '399"
GE Deluxe  '298"
GE "let 90"  '4490.
SE 30" Cold Rage 
10" GE Port-A-Color  /29°'
19" GE Color  19,1
19" GE "Remote" Control  '599°'
25" GE Dark Walnut Console. . .  '499"
25" Zenith Repo Console  55750'
Zenith 19" Chromacolor II  143701
Zenith Port-Stereo  sum
GE 12" B&W Port. TV  1901
4-6171115 Polvoless
Radial White Wall  14995 Ie. Hes Tex
4-F17Sx1S Steel
Radial White Wall  54915 Ea. Phi Tax
44171114 Pelvgles
Radial White Wall  SAM90 a..,lus Tax
2-165SE IS
American Eagles  53995 Phi Tex
Just Say 'Charge It'
Goodyear Revolving
Charge Account
• Goodyear Revolving Charge • Our Own Custom
er Credit Plan
• Master Charge • BankAmericard • American Express 
Card





Store Hours: 1:30 a.m. until 6:00 p.m. Daily - Open Friday until 800 p.m.
121 So. 12th St. Murra , Ky.
153-0506
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Othello?...An Up And Coming World Gamet
NEW YORK AP) — Fans spokesman for Gabriel of either black or white disks students at Ca!tech and the
r
of the board game Othello Industries Inc., the American showing on the board. -\ Massachusetts Institute ofhe something new to flip distributor of the game. Some 25 million Japanese Technology, where computersover Othello like chess, 
who 
The game is plaYed by two play, according to the Gabriel have been programed for






before it — has disks - - white on one side, 500.000 last year and are
developed an international black on the other on the ti-t expected to top one million in     championship,fwku
Washington,
tournament, squares of a green playing 1977, thanks in part to heavy 
says 
Weinberg,hep xi,of
Othello with hisworld 
from around the field. The object is to outflank television advertising,
will compete in Tokyo an opponent's disks, flip them Among Othello fans are old 3L2-year old daughter.
on Oct 29 for the title, said a and end up with the majority chess hands and college Weinberg says he is looking
forward to national and
international competition
because local opponents have
been hard to find.
"Some of my chess and
backgammon friends play,
and so does my wife, Joanne,"
he said. "But there just aren't
many players here of my
strength. I win about 20 of 21
games, and people don't like
to play against that."
So how is he preparing for
the international meet?
He's competing via mail
with one of the world's best
players — Fumio Fujita,
Japan's national champion in
1976. The two met last year
when Fujita toured the United
States. Weinberg was one of
few American players able to
defeat the Japanese expert.
"He Fujita ) devised a
score sheet, which he mails to
me with a move marked in,"
Weinberg explained. "I make
a move and send the sheet
back."
The week it takes to get the
letters back and forth has
proved too slow, Weinberg
said, "so we're considering
starting 10 games at once to
step up the pace."
Othello was devised by Goro
Hasegawa o Japan in 1971
and named for a
Shakespearean character.
Acceptance has, been so
good that this year Gabriel
has/introduced a Tournament
Othello set, selling for about
twice the $10 price of the basic
board, and a new handbook by
Hasegawa, "How to Win at
Othello."
Local champions were
selected in August and
September in cities around the
world, including a dozen in the
United States.
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ome items not exact? ictured
Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.























Choice of Strawberry - Lemon
Herbal - Golden Money Rein
  Musk
15 at
Sale' 2 for 99
Loving Care
Color Lotion

























The longest acting nasal







Clears roams, moth's Old
comforts irritotml ayes
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0Positive Power Action $ 1 95












Painted 2 Piece Cast









































Choice of Regular Hord to Hold




A new way to live with your allergy.
20 Tablets





































oz2a9 GRAPES lb 69°
. . 141/2 oz2/35
1 lb. bog
Maxwell House $309 0_
COFFEE
With This Coupon
















512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.










































PIZZA 13 oz. 79°
(with coupon below)
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The funeral for Vyron W.
Mitchell, Sr., publisher of the
Fulton Daily Leader, Fulton,
will be held Thursday at two p.
m at the First United
Methodist Church, Fulton,
with the Rev. Gordon Hen-
derson officiating.Burial will
follow in tire Pleasant View
Memorial Gardens, Fulton,
with the arrangements by the
Hornbeack Puneral Home of
Fulton where friends may call
after six p. m. tonight
Wednesday'.
Active pallbearers will be
Don Tabor, Art Huddleston,
Fred Homra, Charles
.Browder, Guy Upton, Guy
Fry, Milton Exum, and Gid
Willingham. Honorary
pallbearers will be members
of the Chancel Choir of Fulton
First Methodist Church,
members of Fulton Lions
Club, employees of the Fulton
Daily Leader, along with R. V.
Putnam, Joe Sanders, and
Doyce Clark.
Services are also being held
today at the chapel of the
McEvoy Funeral Home,
Paris, In., before the body is
being taken to the funeral
home at Fulton.
Mr. Mitchell. age 55. died
Monday at the Baptist
Memorial Hospital, Memphis,-
Tn., after being stricken ill at
his home in Fulton Monday
morning. He and his wife, the
former Eunice Williams, were
married March 18, 1943.
He is survived by his wife.
Eunice, his mother, Mrs.
Walton Mitchell, Paris, Tn.,
three daughters, three sons,





A benefit supper and gospel
singing will be held at the
Dexter Community Center on
Saturday. October 1, spon-
sored by the Dexter
Homemakers Club.
Plate lunches will be sold
from four to 6:45 p.m. The
gospel singing featuring Sugar
Creeks, Brewers, Good News,
and Neighbors will start at
seven p.m. with admission
free to the singing after the
supper.
A hand made bed quilt will
be given away at 8:30 p.m. and
another quilt will be sold
during the evening.





The funeral for Mrs. Pearl
Jones will be held today at
three p.m. at the First Baptist
Church, where she was a
member, with the Rev. Dr. H.
C. Chiles, the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker, and the Rev. G. T.
Moody officiating. Music will
be by the church choir with
Gu,s Robertson, Jr., as soloist
and Joan Bnwker as organist.
Active pallbearers will be
Will Mac Jones, Tommy
Jones, Eddie Jones, Ron
Miller, Rod Clark, and Paul
Beckwith, all grandsons.
Honorary pallbearer' will be
Luther Downs. Dr . 0. C.
Wells, BradburrtW Hale,
Rudolph Howard, Bull Erwin,
Nat Ryan Hughes, Duff Er-
win, Fred Workman, Bernard
Ramsey, and B. C. Grogan.
Interment will be in the
Salem Cemetery with the
arrangements by the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Jones, age 90, died
Monday at 4:45 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her husband, T.
Alvis Jones, died in 1938.
She is survived by three
daughters, Mrs. Homer
Miller, Mrs. Fred Clark, and
Mrs. Codie Caldwell, and lovo
sons, Carlos and Alvis Jones,
all of Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Goebel Wilson, Detroit, Mich.;




The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of contributions to





Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 356.3.
Below dam 303.3 up 2.8.
Barkley Lake. 7 a.m. 356.1
down 0.1
,Belov‘ dam 311.6 up 7.0.
'Sunset 646. Sunrise 6:49.
The Calloway County Red
Cross Hospital-Librarian
Volunteers will meet for a
training session Tuesday,
October 4, from 9:00 a.m. to
12:00 noon in the conference
room of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
This is a new duty which has
been assumed by the Red
Cross volunteers at the
request of the hospital ad-
ministration, and will be a
cooperative effort between
Red Cross, the hospital and
the Calloway County Public
Library.




director, and Jane Hopson,
hospital social worker.
Anyone who is presently a
Red Cross Volunteer, or
anyone who is interested in
this phase of volunteer work is
urged to attend the training
session, officials said.
For further information call
Jean Blankenship, at the Red
Cross office, 753-1421, or
Kathy Hodge, at the hospital,
753-5131, extension 472.
I 
Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE







































May Get Savings Bonus
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)
People who use smaller
amounts of electricity could
get a bonus on their monthly
electric bill under a bill being
considered today by a
legislative committee.
The proposed legislation
would remove the state sales
tax from the first $15 monthly
electric bills, and is intended
to benefit people who use
electricity frugally but pay the
highest rates, such as the low-
income elderly.
It could save up to $9 a year
in tax on electric bills.
That legislation and two
other bills were referred to the
Interim Joint Committee on
Public Utilities and
Transportation by the Public
Utilities Subcommittee. If
approved they will be
considered by the 1978
General Assembly.
A second bill before the
committee would allow the
Public Service Commission
1PSC ) to set rates for
residential use that are lower
than the utilities' cost of
service. Legislative Analyst
Linda Kubal said passage of
such legislation could open the
door for the adoption of
innovative rate structures
such as so-called "lifeline"
ratey.
Currently based rates set by
electric utilities attempt to
recover investment costs such
as the cost of utility poles,
transformers, power lines and
meters. Under the concept of
lifeline rate, those who use
less electricity would pay
lower rates, and those who use
more would pay higher rates.
The final decision on the
type of rate structure rests
with the PSC, not with the
legislature.
Another bill before the
committee would require a
more stringent overview of
the fuel adjustment
clause-the means by which
utilities automatically pass
along extra fuel costs to
customer.
The proposed legislation
would require utilities to
submit to a full evidentiary
hearing and auditing and to






The bill was approved by the
utilities subcommittee after
Gov. Julian Carroll urged that
something be done about the
fuel adjustment clause, which
he said had outlived its
usefulness. However, in the
meantime the PSC has held a
public hearing on the issue
and is expected to draft a
regulation requiring periodic
reviews of fuel adjustments
passed on by utility com-
panies, in effect stopping
automatic increases.
The committee may decide
to postpone action on its bill
until the PSC issues its new
regulation.
Those bills and others that
will no doubt be offered by
individual legislators during
the 1978 session are attempts
to deal with the impact of
rising electricity costs. But as
Mrs. Kubala said, "nothing's
The Murray Area
Vocational Education Center
will offer three Business and
Office Extension classes
beginning on October 3.
Accounting I will begin on
Monday. October 3 at 6:30
p.m. This will be a seven week
beginning course with classes
to meet on Monday and
Wednesday evenings from
6:30 - 9:30 p.m. for seven
weeks. There is a $5.00
registration fee and the book
and workbook must be pur-
chased on the first class night.
Mrs. Judy Ingersoll will be the
instructor.
Shorthand I will begin on
Tuesday, October 4, at 6:30
p.m. This will be a beginning
shorthand class and will meet
on Tuesday and Thursday
evenings from 6:30 - 9:30 p.m.
for seven weeks. There is a
$5.00 registration fee and the
text kit must be purchased.
Mrs. Patricia Hosford will be
the instructor.
Typing I will begin on
Tuesday, October 4 at 6:30
p.m. This will be a beginning
typing class and will meet on
Tuesday and Wednesday
evenings from 6:30 - 9:30 p.m.
for seven weeks. There is a
registration fee of $5.00 and
the book must be purchased.
Mrs. Peggy Brewer will be the
instructor.
Registration can be made
for the classes by calling the
Murray Vocational Center at
753-1870 between the hours of
8:00 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Registration will be made on a
first-come, first-served basis.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service Sep-
tember 25.1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 860 Est 800 Barrows &
Gilts steady 25 lower Sows steady - 1 00
lawer
US 1-2 200-2301bn *41(00-41 25 few 41 25
US 1-3 200-2401bn 640 75-41 00
US 2-4 240-260 Itni $4000.40 75
US 3-4 260-2801te, 639 25-40 00
Sows
US 1-2 270-35011r 134 00-35 00
US I -3 300-5001bn 813 50-34 00
U& hi 500-650 I bis 515 00-36 50
US 3-3 300-500 lbs 932 50-33 50
Boars 25 00-27 00
going to make electricity go
back down."
She noted that federal
energy legislation could have
far-reaching implications for
Kentucky. For example, if the
bill as finally approved
includes such, things as
mandatory lifeline rates,
power pooling or time r day




legislative agenda is a
meeting of the committee's
subcommittee on
transportation, which will
take up several bills relating
to bus systems of Kentucky
cities. The proposals include a
$1.7 million appropriation to
subsidize bus fares for the
elderly and handicapped





CRYSTAL CITY, Tex. ( AP I
- Natural gas may be flowing
again for residents of Crystal
City, the little Texas town that
had gas shut off because it
hasn't paid its bills for more
than two years. The town of
8,000 is getting help through
Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-
Mass., and not through its own
representatives in
Washington. Kennedy's office
said Tuesday the Community
Services Administration has
agreed to provide $160,000 to
be applied toward the town's
$750,000 debt to Lo-Vaca
Gathering Co.
CHICAGO ( AP i - Zenith
Radio Corp., which claims to
rely on American parts and
labor more than any other
major television maker, is
moving key operations to
Mexico and Taiwan and
eventually eliminating one-
fourth of its U.S. workforce.
Chairman John Nevin said
Tuesday the firm was forced
to take the action because of
foreign competition.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON )'AP - A
grand jury in WagEington haS
handed down a second
indictment in connection with
the investigation into alleged
South Korean attempts to buy
favorable treatment in
Congress. The federal panel
on Tuesday indicted Korean-
born cosmetics manufacturer
Hancho C. Kim, charging that
he conspired with the Korean




WASHINGTON AP - The
House and Senate are still
feuding over the 'emotional
abortion issue after failing to
resolve their differences prior
to the month-long summer
recess. Meanwhile, the
stalemate is stalling approval
of a $60.2-billion
appropriations bill to finance
the operations of the
departments of Labor and
lijealth, Education and
Welfare in the new fiscal year.
Winslow Employees To
Hold Dinner Reunion
All former employees and
their spouses of Winslow
Engineering Company of
Murray will have a reunion
dinner at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord on Saturday,
October 22, at 6:30 p.m
Reservations should be
made by Monday. October 17,
by calling after six p.m one of
the) following numbers 753-
2845. 753-5486, or 753-6355 .
FNadstart To Hold
Rummage Sale
The Headstart at Murray
will have a rummage sale on
Saturday, October I. from
eight a.m. to two p.m in the
Old Douglas School building
on North Second Street behind
the Tappan Company
Donationt of usable items
would be appreciated and
persons may call 753-7286
weekdays. Pro(-eed from the
sale will be used to buy




Andrei Gromyko is voicing
optimism that Russia and the
United States can settle their
differences over a new
strategic arms limitation
agreement. Gromkyo,
emerging late Tuesday from
an unusual and hastily
arranged nighttime
negotiating session at the
White House, said "some
further progress" was made
in resolving the differences
between the two superpowers.
WASHINGTON (AP) -The
nation's highest ranking
military officer is warning
that violence could erupt in
Latin America if the Senate
refuses to ratify the Panama
Canal treaty. Gen. George S.
Brown, chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, made the
assertion Tuesday as the
Carter administration's
military and diplomatic forces




- At least one Japanese
terrorist hijacked a Japan Air
Lines DC8 jetliner with 156
persons over India today, and







The Murray Woman's Club
will hold its first general
meeting of the new club year
on Monday, October 3, at 6:30
p.m. at the club house.
A special 70th anniversary
program has been planned,
according to Bonnie Jones,
vice-president of the club.
Peggy Billington, president,
will preside. All past club
presidents are encouraged to
make reservations, Mrs.
Billington and Mrs. Jones
said.
The Alpha and Music
Departments of the clubs will
be hostesses for the dinner
meeting. Reservations should
be made by Friday, Sep-
tember 30, through the
department chairmen or by
calling 753-6134, 762-2052, or
753-7453.
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the IA-dger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp . of
Murray, are as follows
Heublein Inc. 23% unc
McDonalds Corp, ....... 49% +
Ponderosa Systems 14 +
Kimberly Clark 4214 +
Union Carbide 43% unc
W.R. Grace 27 +L.
Texaco 25unc
General Elec.   50% -3.
GAF Corp 
Georgia Pacific 26% -L.
+
Jim Walters.   26"4 4- Ill
Kirsch . . 16". -L.
Disney . . 3914 *1.
Franklin Mint *
Prices of storks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Timps by I. M. Simon Co. are as follows,
Pfizer 
Indus Avg.   I 73
Airco..... . . 301. *
Air Products . 24 -%
Am. Motors ... 4 -Ln
Ashland Oil 2914 unc
A. T. & T  621. unc
Ford Motor Co . 454
Gen. Dynamics .. 534
Gen. Motors 70 *In
Gen. Tire .... 224 unc
Goodrich  X) 4'S
Gulf Oil . n es
IBM 2594 4
Pennwalt  33% -%
Quaker Oats . .
Tappan  +
Western Union   18k. unc
Zenith Radio  13% -14
AMAZON ARMY - Women recruits of the Eritrean People's Liberation Front prac-
tice small arms drill at a training camp in the northern part of the area held by Eritrean
insurgents in Ethiopia. Meanwhile in Ethiopia's eastern Ogaden region, only scattered
skirmishes have been reported as Western diplomatic sources say both sides appear




Delays Annual Tax Bills
OWENSBORO - A dispute
among Daviess County
officials that Is delaying the
mailing of annual tax bills
could result in the county
coffers running out of money
next month, according to local
officials.
"About $389,000 is all we can
raise from reserves," County
Treasury Patty Ward said
here Tuesday. "If they keep
up spending without sending
the tax bills, we can't keep
going. We can last about two
more paydays."
County Clerk Bob Neel said
all tax bills are prepared and
stamped. But Sheriff Charles
"Boots" Norris has not signed
the receipt for the bills so they
can be mailed, he added.
Taxes are collected by the
sheriff's office under
Kentucky law.
Norris is currently in Our
Lady of Mercy Hospital
recovering from an ulcer and
awaiting eye surgery.
Norris said Tuesday he has
no intention of signing the
receipt while he is in the
hospital.
"I'm just not going to sign it
while I'm in the hospital,"
Norris said. "The best thing
would be for (County) Judge
(Pat) Tanner to appoint
Harold Taylor as acting
sheriff. Otherwise I don't
know when it will get signed.
Norris, who said he might
resign as sheriff if his health
doesn't improve soon, could
offer no solution to problems
the county might face as a
result of a lack of funds.
The county anticipated
collecting almost $956,000
from county property taxes
when this year's budget was
drawn up, almost one-third of
total revenues.
Tanner said he has been
under "tremendous pressure"
since the May primary
election to appoint Norris to
the jailer's post, and to name
Taylor, now chief field deputy,
to the sheriff's post.
Senior Citizens
To Hold Sale Here
The Murray Senior Citizens
will sponsor a rummage,
plant, and bake sale on
Saturday, October 1, starting
at seven a.m. at the Ellis
Community Center.
Clothing of all kinds,
miscellaneous items, baked
goods, and plants will be on
sale throughout the day.
Captain D's
• 2 pieces of fish filet



































New Recipes For Wild Game Described
Now that fall is here, Mrs.
Ed Diuguid starts to think in
terms of meals based on wild
game. Her husband was an
avid sportsman who enjoyed
his duck- blinds on Kentucky
Lake as well as traveling to
South Dakota for pheasant
and to Arkansas' Lake of the
Ozarks. Some of his con*.
panions on these excursions
kere Garnett Jones. Dr.
McDevitt, and Paul Goldson.
When he was not bunting Ed
Diuguid ran the _Diuguid
Furniture Store as did his
father before him. Mrs.
Diuguid's family, the Sledd's,
ran a clothing store in town
which has since become Corn-
Austin. Both Madge and Ed's
families were longtime
Murray residents. Madge
grew up in a home where the
United Methodist Church now
has a parking lot and the
Diuguid's lived in the big red
brick home next to Parker
Ford. When they married they
settled between the two
families at 102 South Sixth
Street.
Before maeriage, though,
Madge did attend Georgetown
College and taught English
and History in Madisonville,
Kentucky. After marriage she
substituted at the Murray
High School, for a few years.
Madge has one daughter,
Barbara Mason who lives in
Paducah. She has one grand-
daughter, Susan, who recently
married Frank Doran, and
they hope to settle in Murray
one day. Richard Graves
Mason, Madge's grandson, is
studying Business at the
University of Kentucky. His is
also continuing the family's
hunting tradition. last year
bagging his first deer
Madge finds cooking a great
way of entertaining herself.
She finds that it takes more
imagination to cook for one,
than large groups. For-
tunately, she rises to the
challenge beautifully and is
known among her friends for
her very special way with
food. Besides cooking she
enjoys needlepoint, playing
bridge, the Alpha Depart-
ment of the Murray Woman's
Club and her membership in
the local DAR chapter. For
tiro years she was chairman
ofithe Garden Club.
During good weather she
visits her daughter's cottage
on the lake. She fishes for both
crappie and bass, noting that
the lake i a tremendous asset
to the area. If she were
younger she would like to
learn to drive a car and to
water ski. Those are two
activities she feels that given
the opportunity, she would
excel
Madge recommends "Out of
Kentucky Kitchens," by
Marion Flexner and the
"Congressional Club Cook-
books" for those interested in
expanding their repertoire of
good recipes. Of course, "The
Murray Woman's Club Cook-
books" are always terrific
'and currently available at
the local banks for $4.00).
Over the years, Madge
feels, the most significant
change in Murray has been
the founding and growth of the
University. It's developement
has been awesome. With it
Murray resident's have
benefited greatly from all the
cultural activities available.
Prior to the University's
presence, local residents had
to travel to Nashville for
plays, concerts, lectures, and
to visit art galleries. All that
and more are now available to
everyone.
Because of this Madge has
noticed . a greater
sophistication in Murray that
Memphis Police Cite
'Apathy' In Man's Death
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
Police say apathy was the
reason a fatally wounded Ohio
man lay unattended for
almost an hour on a heavily
traveled Memphis sidewalk,
but a community worker says
fear was a more likely cause.
Police say numerous people
saw Robert Yost, 18, a
carnival worker from
Columbus, Ohio, as he lay on
the broken sidewalk with a
bullet wound in' his chest.
s Residents of the area later
said they heard someone
groaning after a shot was
fired.
But nobody called police
until it was too late. Yostpwho
was white, died on a street
corner in the predominantly
black Orange Mound section.
"Apathy," said Capt.
Tommy Smith, commander of
the Memphis Police
Department's homicide
squad. "It happens in New
York, it happens in Memphis
and it happens in Oxford,
Miss."
Smith said apathy was not a
problem unique to the black
community. "No more so than
in the white," he said.
A 21-year-old man
surrendered to police the day
after the shooting and told
officers he had fought with
Yost.
"He said that Yost was
carrying the pistol and that
Yost pulled it on him and that
they had fought over the gun,"
Smith said.
Smith refused to speculate
whether Yost might have lived
if he had gotten help. "That's
a question only God can
answer," he said.
Christoper Bonds, director
of the Orange Mound
Community Action Agency,'
partially agrees with Smith.
"I'm sure apathy has a part
in what happened the other
night," Bonds said, "but I
think that more than that it
was probably fear."
"It's dark ... somebody goes
to the aid of someone who
appears to be in trouble only to
find themselves confronting a
gun."
"While everybody would
want to help somebody that is
in trouble, they are just afraid
to do it, simply because there
have been too many incidents
of people rising up and
robbing them."
The Orange Mound





businessmen and leaders. One
resident became one of the
city's first black judges.
Residents of the area where
Yost was found are reluctant
to discuss the slaying and the
ressons name acted.
One resident, who asked not
to be identified, said a witness
to the slaying went to police on
the scene to offer information.
"He said the policeman
looked up and asked him
`What are you doing here?
You've got no business here."
"The guy just said forget it
and walked off," the man said.
"I can understand a person
being cut off by a policeman
like that and saying 'the heck
with it," Bonds said. "I can
also understand a policeman
who in the excitement of a





Wives who have become
disabled may be eligible for
Social Security benefits if they
worked in jobs covered by
Social Security, according to a
local Social Security
spokesman. The length of
employment ,and how recent
are also factors in
determining eligibility.
Many disabled women
overlook the possibility they
might be eligible for Social
Security disability checks
because they were not
working at the time their
impairment occured, the
spokesman continued.
The work patterns of
married women show that
many move into and out of the
work force according to their
family's needs.
They work before they have
children and often stop
working during their
children's early years then
return to, the work force as
their children grow older.
The spokesman pointed out
that it is not necessary for a
person to have worked
continuously to be eligible for
disability benefits. Generally
a woman who becomes
disabled between 30 and her
mid 40's needs credit for 5















years before she becomes
disabled. This credit need not
be in units of full years or
)1ntinuous years. Youngermen need even less credit,
while older women may need
slightly more, the spokesman
added. '
A wife who has enough
credit for work can get
disability benefits if her
impairment is so severe that it
would prevent her from
engaging in substantial
gainful work for 12 months or
more, or result in death.
For more information or to
apply for disability benefits,
interested women may
contact their nearest Social
Security office. The telephone
number for the Paducah
Social Security office is 443-
7506; the telephone number
for the Mayfield Social




PHOENIX ( AP) — People
who want to avoid serving on a
Maricopa County jury are
advised not to plead that they
can't spare the time away
from a lonely parakeet or a
sick dog.
"I think I've heard them
all," said Marjorie Jackman,
the county's jury
commissioner for 10 years.
Mrs. Jackman calls in 1,000
persons a week, who are
picked by computer from
voter lists and paid $12 a day
for jury service.
dome are excused for
prsing health, business or
perbaal problems. Others
just don't want to serve and
often are the ones who offer




is not present in other small
towns. Today Madge shares
some of her husband's very
favorite game recipes and




After the ducks have been
dressed, wash well and drain.
Rub inside and out with salt,
black pepper, and butter. Stuff
each with an onion, diced
apple and celery tops as well
as one red pepper pod. Place
bacon strips across the top of
each duck's breast for con-
tinuous baisting. Bake in* a
slow oven, 350 deg. until ducks
are brown and tender, ap-
proximately 1 or 2 hours
depending on the size. The
ducks may be cooked in a
dutch oven or an electric
roaster.
.Serve the ducks with wild
rice
For sauce to serve over the
ducks and rice, skim off the
fat from the bottom of the
roasting pan and add a glass
of red currant jelly and some
thickening agent, ap-
proximately 1 tablespoon of
flour mixed to 1-4 cup cold
water. Add this to the skim-
med liquid and bring to a
rolling boil. The sauce is then
ready to serve.
Garnish with sliced oranges.
Pheasant
Cut up pheasant and season
each piece with salt, freshly
ground black pepper. Roll in
flour and brown in butter.
Place in covered casserole
and cover the top with
chopped onions and sour
cream that has been slightly
thorned o ith milk. Bake in 350
deg oven until very tender.
This +Atli take approximately







12 C. olive oil
2 small cloves garlic, crushed
1 t. sage
Place quail in one layer
roasting pan. Squeeze juice of
one lemon over quad. Brush
with melted butter and oil.
Rub crushed wile over the
quail and sprinkJe with sage.
Add juice and diced rind of
seeond lemon. 1 cup of wine
may be added to increase
liquie. Roast in Dutch oven for
1 hour at 325 deg. or until
tender.
Doves or Quail In Wine Sauce
After the birds are picked,
washed, and patted dry, salt,
and pepper them. Dredge in
flour. Melt about 2 t. butter for
each bird in large frying pan.
Saute each bird until brown. A
pod of garlic may be added to
butter. Six birds are usually
cooked at the same time.
use a Dutch oven for this).
When the birds are brown
pour 1 c. white wine and kl c.
Nater, I T. Worchestershire
sauce and 12 t. Kitchen
Bouquet over the birds. Voer
and cookat a low temperature
until the birds are tender.
Unless the birds are tough it
sill take about an hour for
them to be done. The drip-
pings may be thickened with
flour to make a nice gravey, if
you wish.
They are best when served
with wild rice.
The wine may be omitted
and 1 c. water substituted.
Watch the birds and if the
liquid seems to be evaporating
more water or wine may be
added during the cooking
period.
Wild Rice Dressing
1 small onion minced
1 rib celery, minced
1 T. parsley, chopped
1 c. cooked wild rice
2 T. butter
dash of dried thyme
2•2 c. slivered almonds sauted
in 2 T. butter.
Melt the butter and brown
the onion and celery, slightly.
Add the remaining
ingredients. Stuff the dressing
into doves or quail before
roasting. Left over wild rice
may be used.
Beet Salad
1 package lemon jello
dissolved in 1 c. boiling water
c. liquid from canned beets
3 T. vinegar
1 T. horseradish
3/4 c. diced celery
1 c. cooked diced beets
2-3 t. grated onion
"2 t. salt
After the jello is dissolved
add the beet liquid, vinegar,
salt, onion, and horseradish.
Chill until partially set and
fold in the celery and the
beets.
Chill until firm. Serve on crisp
lettuce leaves with
mayonaise.
This salad goes especially
well with all types of wild
game.
the
Murray Ledger & Times
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Taste The ricrl tIcnor of Nescafe in your
own world mug. Get this heavyweight
clystai mug foi onty Si 50 plus the trw,r_:'
seal from anv 5ce jar of Nescag!.
Regular or Decaffeinated Instant • •
Coffee (except 2-oz. size). Or send $600
and one inner seal and get a set of
tour. Each mug holds 8 fluid ounces.
is heat resistant arid dishwasher safe
Enjoy the kind of flavor the world
loves best —Nescafe - in your
own world mug
S150 each or 55.00
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Your Individual   e
Horoscope
Fraftes Drake 
FOR THURSDAY , SEP TEMB ER 29, 1917
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
Aft)ES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Whatever your plans, take
into account new trends and
ideas, changing maneuvers
which could affect present
strategy. Be dauntless, ready
for the unexpected.
TAURUS
tii011 01KPApr. 21 to May 21)
You may encounter some
difficult persons, even run into
unexpected opposition. Remain
tactful, tolerant and affable,
and storms will blow over.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21) mr49-
A period for reevaluation. Try
• to learn just where you stand
vis-a-vis other persons —
especially competitors. Take
nothing — and no one — for
granted.
CANCER
(June 72 to July 23) GO
Tendencies to avoid: in-
decisiveness and an inclination
to accept faulty information
without careful checking. In
other respects, day should go
well.
LEO





helpful in ironing out business
difficulties.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Certain complexities in-
dicated in work areas, but You
can better straighten them out
by working behind the scenes
than otherwise. Follow a hunch
for best results.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) arl
Correct errors and flaws in
your program as soon as you
note them. You are keen so they
won't be hard to detect. Don't be
overcautious and lose ad-
vantages, however.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Not everything may run as
anticipated, but you have the
talent for prudent pushing and
also for waiting out results, so
day should wind up satisfac-
torily.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Nice cooperation you receive
from a co-worker causes you to
revise your opirion of him







(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) VW
Don't commit yourself to an
inflexible program. Unforeseen
circumstances will demand
alterations. You may need your
sense of humor here.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You find now that your
creative urges are demanding
some new form of expressions.
Don't smother the feelings. Let
yourself go.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XC.
A new contact could become
exceedingly important to your
career aims. Activity increases
in areas where you have
recently been stymied.
YOU BORN TODAY are
highly intuitive and your
imagination, creativity and
healthy curiosity are out-
standing. Don't waste time or
mental gyrations on trivialities,
however. Systematize efforts
and you won't become bogged
down in nonessentials. You
haves keen sense of justice, but
may tend to achieve its ends so
forcefully that you could defeat
your own good purposes. You
appreciated music, drama, all
things artistic; if a woman, you
would make an excellent
homemaker. Birthdate of:
Robert ( Lord) Clive, founder
Empire of Brit. India; Brigitte
Bardot, Fr. film star; Gene
Autry, "Singing Cowboy" of
Hollywood fame.
GED Classes, Tests, Available Locally
FRANKFORT— Ken-
tuckians who dropped out of
high school have a second
chance to complete their
schooling through the Ken-
tucky Department of
Education's adult education
program. During the last 12
years, 75,000 Kentuckians
have received their high
school certificates through
this program.
Headed by Ted Cook, the
program is responsible for
administering the GED,
General Education
Development test. Passing the
test is equivalent to receiving
a high school diploma, said
Cook.
The tests can be taken
locally at Murray State
University on the second and
fourth Tuesday and Wed-
nesday.
"We have people of all ages
studying in the centers,
classrooms, or with a
paraprofessional. Many of
these are studying to take the
GED, while some just want to
learn about a particular
subject," he said, adding,
"The program has benefited




Any person who is 17 or
older and has been out of the
formal classroom situation for
a year or whose high school
• • class has graduated is eligible
to enroll in the GED program.
The GED is a battery of five
tests, math, literary in-
terpretation, natural science,
social studies, and correctness
of expression.
Instruction is available
DALLAS (AP) — While through adult classes, home
customers are checking out instruction, adult learning
the girl on the cover of centers, and the Kentucky
Esquire magazine, the girl on Educational Television—GED
the cover is checking them Series.
out. "Adult classes are held in
"People buy that magazine cooperation with the local
all the time," says Debbie boards of education with
Wagener, Dallas Cowboy classes conducted at night, at
cheerleader and supermarket public school buildings in
checkout girl. more than 100 social
"No one ever realizes it's districts," Cook explained.
me. They look me straight in Home instruction is
the eye and talk about the provided by 69 parapro-
magazine cover and never fessionals who hold
know it's me." classes in their homes or go to
But the 20-year-old checker a client's house to teach. Most
says there's a pretty good paraprofessienab have taken
reason for the lack of the GED themselves.
recognition. They are trained as
paraprofessionals at Murray
State University or Morehead
State University and receive
college credit for the training.
"This encourages many of
them to continue their
education and get a graduate
degree," Cook said.
Instruction also is available
at 21 adult learning centers in
the state which individualize
instruction and utilize a
variety of audio-visual
equipment as well as
peogrammed instructional
materials. Most learning
centers operate all year and
are open 12 hours a day, five
days per week. There is no set
time or number of hours a
student must attend.
Kentucky Educational
Television (KET), in con-
junction with the Kentucky
Department of Education, has
developed a television series
to help adults learn the skills
they need to pass the GED.
The series is aired over the
KET network Monday through
Friday, said Cook. The home
study kit consisting of three
booklets can be obtained for a
small charge from KET in
Lesuigton.
Kentucky has 40 official
GED testing centers in
operation. In 1976,20,524
persons took a part or the
complete GED test. Of this
number, 13,060 completed the
test and 65.8 per cent pasted
it. According to a federal
report, the average age of
Kentuckians taking the GED
in 1976 was 23.4 and the
average years of
schooling was 9.7. Of the
number tested, 56.8 per cent
were planning to further their,
studies.
The adult education .
program also administers the
test for the Eight Grade
Equivalency Certificate.
Those studying for this cer-
tificate can attend the adult
classes, training centers, or
have a paraprofessional teach
them at their home, Cook
noted. *
Information about the
GED or the Eighth
grade Equivalency Certificate
may be obtained from the
testing center at Murray State
University (762-8651) or by
contacting: Adult Education
Program, Kentucky Depart-
ment of Education, Room
2234, Capital Plaza Tower,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
Second Sleepwear Chemical
Called Unsafe By EDF Group
WASHINGTON (AP) — An
environmental group is
charging that a manufacturer
of children's sleepwear has
replaced a government-




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll has said
he wants duplication of staki
vocational education
programs curbed and all
unnecessary programs ended.
Carroll said in letters to the
heads of two state education
boards that he "will not
recommend for funding any
occupational program which
has not been considered and
approved by the state Board
for Occupational Education."
The letters, to John Gray,
chairman of the new
occupational education board,
and J. David Grissom,
chairman of the Council on
Higher Education, did not give
specific examples of the
duplications about which
Carroll is concerned.
Carroll referred to an
executive order he signed last
May. At that time he said he
BUDGET"
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intended to curb unnecessary
duplication of vocational
programs.






". . .There is no sense in
wasteful duplication of
occupational programs," he




Monday his staff will begin an
inventory of vocational
education programs "to
identify what we have, where
it is and who it's serving.
"Then we'll check off where
the duplication is, who's
involved in it, what the cost is
and who's bearing the cost,"
Baker said.
The Environmental Defense
Fund on Monday identified the
substitute chemical as Fyrol
FR-2. Officials said the
substance poses cancer risks
similar to those of Tris, the
flameretardant that was
banned by the , Consumer
Product Safety Conunission in
April.
"It is inexcusable that the
commission has perniited the
children's sleepwearbdustry
to phase out the use of one
hazardous chemical, Tris,
only to subsitute another,
Fyrol FR-2, that may be
hazardous," said Robert
Harris, a spokesman for the
group.
Harris said inadequate
testing by the manufacturer of
the substance, Stauffer
Chemical Co., "misled the
fabric and apparel industry
into believing that Fyrol FR-2
was a safe' alternative to
Tris."
But a spokesman for
Stauffer said the charge was a
"bum rap." He said the firm
voluntarily removed the
chemical from the market last
spring. A spokesman for the
Consumer Product Safety
Commission confirmed that.
In testimony before two
House Commerce
subcommittees, Harris
contended that Fyrol FR-2 has
been found in scientific tests to
be a likely cancer-causing
agent.
Dean461
By Abigail Van Buren
Three-time Grad
Can't Find a Job
DEAR ABBY: I have a strong feeling that by the time:
you Ior a member of your staff) reads this, I may not be:
around, but I hope you print this with a response that will;
help others who share my dilemma. •
•
I spent eight years earning three university degrees::
and now I can't find a job. I was even willing to work out of;
my field and do typing or waitress ,work, but was turned::
down with, "You'd only leave us as soon as we got you!
trained."
Now I have nothing and I can't afford to continue looking::
for work. The cost of resumes, gasoline, parking and just::
living while job hunting has taken all my money. After E;
mail this letter, I won't even have the price of another::
postage stamp! '•
Someday, if a multi-degreed person should ask you for it!..
job, I hope you'll remember me, and how happy I would;:
have been to be your typist,.
WORTHI.ESSS.
DEAR WORTHLESS: Your signature is a revealing:i
elite to your problem. No one, whether he has threel
"worthless," 
degreesornone, whether he's employed or jobless,
II you're still around, and I sincerely hope you are, I bee:
you to call the Suicide Prevention hotline. If there's none
your city, contact your local Mental Health Association.:
You desperately need more help than I can give you in sq
letter. God bless. And let me hear from you again. I care.:
•
DEAR ABBY: Please don't think I am money-minded:
when I probably should have only "love" on my mind, but I:
have a question to ask. I am engaged to be married soon,:
and my fiance and I have never talked about money. I:
know he has a good job, but I don't know how much he:
makes. I don't even know if he carries any insurance other:
than what he has on his car.
I work and intend to continue for a while after I'm:
married, but I don't know if I should plan on supporting:
myself or not. Should we have a joint checking and savings,:
account? Would it be wrong of me to bring up these things:
before we are married? 
•
SOON-TO-BE -BR IDE:
DEAR BRIDE: It would be wrong NOT to! Every couple:
should set up a budget together before marriage and:
decide how much to allow for rent, entertainment,-
insurance, clothing, etc. And be sure you allow for 
possibleillinesses and accidents. (All kinds!)
DEAR ABBY: I consider myself an average, normaC
male. I'm married and have three children. I recall reading;
some letters in your column recently questioning the:
masculinity of men who wear one gold earring in their left:
ear.
+-Thave worn a gold earring in my left ear for ,nearly two:
years—ever since my wife found it in the back seat of our;
car.
ANDY IN GREEN BAY:.
Evoryom has a problem. What's yours? For a pormeat
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700. L.A., Calif. 90069.;
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope please.
ic41 1.1.4 1/1111 4H !(.1.1t114
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-
waste chi* in eastern
Kentucky, ienung County
organization formed to oppose
the site's operation will
Maxey Flats Committee To Remain Active After Dump Closes
FLEMINGSBURG,
Ky.( AP I — Although a special
study group meets soon
to workout details on closing
the Maxey Flats nuclear
J
MORNING OFFICERS — Elected as new officers of the
morning DistribUtiye Education class of the Murray
ocational Center were, left to right, Linda Bidwell,
president Angela Camp, vice-president, Tammy Allbrit-
ten, secretary and Dawn Redden, reporter. Linda,
Angela and Tammy are all junior at Murray High
School, and Dawn is a junior at Calloway County High
School. Linda is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Bid-
well, '107 North 7th Street, Murray; Angela is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Camp, 806 North 17th
Street, Murray. Tammy is the daughter of Mrs. Suzy
Wells of 1204 Main Street, Murray, and Dr. James F.
Allbritten: Dawn is the daughter of Mrs. Edna Redden
and Ralph Redden of Murray Route Two.
AFTERNOON OFFICERS — Elected as new officers of
the afternoon Distributive Education class of the Murray
Vocational Center were, left to right, Patti Craig, repor-
ter, Renee McDougal, secretary, Donna Walker, vice-
president, and Kim Bogard, president. Kim, Donna, and
Renee are all juniors at Calloway County High School,
and Patti is a junior at Murray High School. Kim is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Cole of New Concord;
Donna is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Walker of
Murray Route Two; Renee is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. R. J. McDougal of Almo Route One; Patti is the
daughter of Mrs. Robert Craig, 1710 Audubon Drive,
Murray
Dunbar and Sullivan Co. of
Dearborn, Mich. is the ap-
parent low bidder for a Corps
of engineers Smithland
dredging job, with a quotation
of $5,659,400 for the work.
Col. Robert K. Tenet, Nash-
ville District engineer for the,
Corps, said the work consists
of removing an estimated
3,500,000 -cubic yards of
material from the upstream
and downstream approaches
to Smithland Locks and Dam,
on the Ohio River just above
Paducah.
Also included in the contract
is the construction of rock-
filled confining dikes, using
some 240,000 tons of crushed
stone; and placing an




SEATTLE ( AP) — Flying
isn't what Aused to be.
Thirty years ago, Air
Canada says, these were the
instructions to hostesses on
flights from Vancouver,
Canada, to Boeing Field here:
1. Warn passengers against
throwing cigarettes and
cigars out the window.
2. Keep the clock wound up
in the passenger cabin.
3. Carry a railroad
timetable in case the plane is
grounded.
4. Keep an eye on
passengers when they go to
the toilet to be sure they don't
mistakenly go out , the
emergency exit.
Plenty Of Outlaw Gunners
Being Found By Game Wardens
WASHINGTON AP —The
hunting season is barely under
way, but game wardens are
finding no shortage of outlaw
gunners afield.
In west Tennessee, nearly
475 hunters were arrested
during the opening week of the
dove season. Most were
charged with exceeding the.
legal limit or shooting birds
over baited fields, reports U.S.
Fish and Wildlife agent Willie
Parker.
Federal and state agents
also teamed up to crack down
on dove hunters in South
Carolina, arresting about 400
dove hunters during 'ithe first
week of the season.
"I am beginning to be
seriously concerned about the
conduct of the American
sportsman," commented
Parker.
But the situation is not
peculiar to the Southeast. In
California, federal and state
agents found 614 doves in the
back of one pickup truck. U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service
agents also arrested a flock of
dove hunters near Yuma,
Dove hunters weren't the
only ones arrested. U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service agent
Dave Hall spearheaded a
major crackdown on duck
ilealth14.,
Viewpoint
-Home Grown Sprouts" in a qt. jar. Why all the interest
in, sprouting? The Oriental people have been sprouting
sedds for centuries, realizing the seeds change in value.
When seeds begin to sprout they are alive and growing, with
each nurtrient bursting to many times its value when the
seed was dormant. Their vitamin content accelerates at a
remarkable rate. Some nutrients increase as much as 700
per cent after only 72 hours of sprouting. The first shoots of
soybeans per 100 grams of seed) contain about 100
milligrams of vitamin C after 72 hours. This is almost 20
times the amount of Vitamin C that is provided in a glass of
orange juice.
Vitamin A, the B vitamins and E generally show the
highest increase.
Sprouts far surpass almost any other known food source
in dietary completeness and dollar value. One pound of dry
beans will produce about eight pounds of sprouted seeds,
enough to serve 6 to 8 people for about 20 to 70 a serving.
Sprouts can be grown from whole untreated seeds in a
simple glass jar in 3 to 5 days. "Seed-quality" beans, in-
tended for growth, will sprout well compared to "food-
quality" which are meant for cooking and have a lower ger-
mination rate.
Recommended for your first crops are: mung beans, len-
tils, alfalfa, and wheat. For fun and learning experience, let
your children help and see "how does your garden grow?"
Sprouts have been described as one of Nature's perfect
foods because all the life-giving proteins, carbohydraes,
oils, vitamins and minerals necessary to support our life
system are stored within the seed itself.
Fold them into various cooked foods just as the cooking is
completed or use in dips, spreads, sauces or as a salad. Ex-
periement, it's part of theitio.,
Mid don't hesitate to comp in to HOME & HEARTH
FOOD STORE, Lone Oak Pltiza, Hwy. 45 South, 554-5222
and browse through our extensive selection of literature on
good health, vitamins and miherals. Our wide inventory
also includes wheat free products like rye and rice flours,
bee pollOn, seeds for sprouting, and the best selection of
juices a ailable.
HEALTHY HINT
Sprouts are very low in calones
•
• ('
hunters in Louisiana during
the special teal season.
Federal and state agents
arrested nearly 150 waterfowl
shooters. One hunting party
had 108 ducks in its
possession, Hall said.
Although teal were the only
ducks which the hunters could
legally shoot, their bag
included pintails, shovellers,
mottled ducks and a mallard,
he added.
"We got a lot of ducks and a
lot of outlaws in Louisiana,"
Hall said. But he, was
exuberant over the results of
the joint federal-state
crackdown on poachers.
"We're getting our act
together in Louisiana," he
said.
There are many reasons
why hunters violate the law.
Some believe they are entitled
to a few extra birds to make
up for the days afield when
they failed to bag a limit.
Others just shoot to kill,
ignqing the consequences. .
Parlier said many hunters
in mid-South states express
the attitude that "if we 'don't
kill 'ern, somebody else will."
But poaching is getting a
tbad name among hunters
concerned over the future of
the sport. This represents a
reversal of an attitude that
has existed for decades.
Hall says he often is tipped
off to outlaw gunning by
hunters who are offended by
the behavior of some of their
bretheren.
'.:Most of the hunters depend
on us to keep these outlaws out
of the marsh. If we didn't, they
know they wouldn't have any
ducks," he-said.
The loss of wildlife Os not the
only reason poaching is
gradually getting a bad name
among hunters. Antihunters
often cite the arrests as
evidence that America's
sportsmen are not to be
trusted. And many hunters
who want to preserve -their
sport don't want other hunters




The society, with 30remain active. Society, said despite the member..., is smaller now thRuth anHilt brand, decision to close the burial when it was formed about twospokesman for the Maxey site, members do not feel "out years ago following reportsFlats Radiation Protection of the woods."
that the site was leaking small
Mrs. Hilterbrand and other
society members have
testified before the Interim
For Dredging 
Special Advisory Committee
was created by the legislature
on Nuclear Disposal, which
to make recommendations topaving. The government
the 1978 General Assembly.estimate for the work was
make recommendations to the$8,966,000.
Members said they were notThe seven bids ranged from
the Dunbar and Sullivan quote convinced the site is properly
to a high bid of $9,259,740. designed or located to contain
Specifications call for the job the buried radioactive
to be completed within 54r3 materials for the long periods
calendar days after the it will take for their
successful bidder receives radioactivity to fade.
notice to proceed. Mrs. Hilterbrand pointed
Smithland Locks and dam is out at one committee meeting
a $200,000,000 navigation that experts have told the
project containing the longest committee the site presents no
twin-locks facility in the world immediate health hazards,
41,200 feet). The locks are but have been unwilling to
complete and construction on make long-term predictions.
the dam portion of the The special advisory
structure is about 57 per cent committee meets again
finished. The project is Thursday to work on its
scheduled to be fully legislative recommendations.
operational in April of 1979. But in the meantime a study
Millions of children have
lung-dardaging diseases. One
would be too many. Please
give to the "Breath of Life"
Campaign to support the
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation.
group, named by Gov. Julian
Carroll, has agreed to close
the site by Dec. 1 for a two-
year probe of its safety.








ABILENE, Tex. ( AP) -7/
West Texas cattlemen paid
$1,700 for a rooster and $1,785
for a goat wearing a bonnet
and dress, but the sales
weren't the work of a fast-
talking con artist.
They were part of an auction
held Monday to benefit a
treatment center for the
handicapped.
A total of $127,530 was raised
by selling cattle and other
animals.
Workers called the day's
sales the most successful in
the auction's last 18 years.
president of Nuclear
Engineering Co., which
operates the site under lease
from the state; Gene Samsel,
of the Dames & Moore
engineering firm that has
worked for the state as a
consultant on Maxey Flats,
and Dr. Ahren Jacobson, a
radiation specialist from the
University of Louisville who is
advisor of the legislature's
special advisory committee.
Carroll formed the group
last month after the discovery
of new seepage of slightly
radioactive water from the
burial trenches at Maxey
Flats.
The panel agreed last week
to close the site so its long-
term containment capabilities
can be determined, and to
meet again within 10 days to
discuss the details. No
meeting date has been
announced.
Mrs. Hilterbrand said
members of her society, many
of whom live near the burial
site, are "very pleased that
they are interested enough to
close it down and study it."
Nowever, she said, "We by
no means feel that we're out qf
the woods yet.
"We feel that we're going tp
have to be really sure it Is
goit14 to be maintained
properly. It is still
frightening," she said.
"I would saey that we will
stay active for the purpose et
being sure that they're
keeping up the monitoring tqp





- The Prince of Wales should
prepare himself for a change.
of-pace meal when he stops for
lunch with Gov. Edmund
Brown Jr. next month.
Prince Charles is scheduled
to visit the 39-year-o14
California governor for
hours Oct. 29.
."It will be very simple,"
B.T. Collins, a Brown aide;
said of the expected fare.
• NOT A DISCONTINUED BRAND-X "23"!
• 40 CHANNELS! 1977 ENGINEERING!
• BIG S/RF METER! SIX CONTROLS!
• RF GAIN AND ALL THE GOODIES!
• AS ADVERTISED ON NETWORK TV!
• a, CHARGE IT (MOST STORES)
—1RE4 L /S /1C—
T RC — 452
ANL `, PA
OUT 0 0 CB
RF GAIN
REALISTIC MOBILE MODEL TRC-452 is the greatest CB radio buy
in all our ;7 years of building and selling America's champion-
ship quality line. When you put it in your car. RV or boat you'll
instantly see why the alleged superiority of 23's versus 40's is a
phoney rumor put out by folks with the wrong sets to sell at the
wrong time. And you'll save a whopping 43% at the same time
if you ACT NOW while our supply lasts. CB radio has swept
the country because it saves lives, savils time, keeps drivers
alert and informed, and gives pleasure .THC-452 is IN STOCK
NOW at Radio Shack stores and dealers nationwide • Also the
Archer! CB antennas. cables and accessories we've made so
\tJseful and affordable. Get yours TM:Mr
THERE'S ONLY ONE PLACE YOU CAN FIND IT RADIO SHACK!
"coght)(111,01141






















FINAL 3 DAYS OF HIGDON FURNITURE CORP.
5TH ANNIVERSARY STOREWIDE SALE.
SALE ENDS SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1977 AT 5:00 P.M.
20% OFF
ALL ACCESSORIES
PICTURES, ASH TRAYS, CANDLES,
















































































START AT $ 1 28
The Store Known For The Lowest Possible




OPEN MONDAY THRU THURSDAY
AND SATURDAY, 8 AM. 5 PM
OPEN FRIDAY 8 AM 8 PM
U.S. 45 NORTH.. ACROSS
FROM MAYFIELD GENERAL
TIRE P1ANT,247-7710
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BIG JOHN'S FRESH BAKED
TREATS ARE MIXED AND BAKED
RIGHT BEFORE YOUR EYES!
goSi 







BAR-B-OUE CHICKEN Lb. 4.09
COOKED SALAMI 112 lb. 89'
CHERRY DEUGHT 1.b. 4.39
EVERY HEALTH & BEAUTY
AID AT BIG JOHN'S IS
DISCOUNT PRICED!
711°29'
A Ressler 4.59 Brock
MR
SPRAY
Regular 63 Soft While
60 Wafts-75 Wafts- 100 Wafts A ka 59
LIGIIT BULBS 91 For I
Regular $1.53 Nka-Ssitzer."41i 
COLD TABLETS,. r
PLUS 200409




CREAM 7 oz $119


























O( an 3 ,031.00
3 1.00 CEASAR DRESSINGPointer







COTTABE CHEESE 1 lb 65'
Seven Seas Green Goddess Or
8 OE Btl. 594













TISSUE 4 Roil Pak g




oiled your set the e
piece-a-week way_
























Week 5 Dessert Dish
This schedule will be repeated so you can


















30. Can 3 For$1.00
Is Oz. Can 494
3 pkg 1.00
15's 0/ Can $1.79
s Ct. Plt 994
11), de Park





16 Oz_ Box 794
 8 Oz. 294
Libby
VIENNA SAUSAGES 5 Oz. 39(
Wizard
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.INMPOPRP.
Register to win an elegant set of Stainless Steel
FREE FLATWARE









Big John's Mix'en -N- Fix'ens For Ground Beef
1 Lb. Big John's Ground Beef
1 Medium Onion Chopped
'. Cup Blue Bonnet Margarine
2 Tablespoons Flour
1 Teaspoon Morton Salt
14 Teaspoon McCormick's Pepper
1(8 Oz) Can Mr Mushroom Pieces, Drained
1(10 01 ( an Cream of Chicken Soup
1( up Prairie Farms Sour Cream
2 Cups Ronco Hot Cooked Noodles
1 Teaspoon McCormick's Garlic Salt
In large skillet cook and stir ground beef and onion in butter until onion is tender. Stir in flour, salt, garlic salt, pepper and mushrooms; cook 5 minutes,
stirring constantly. R -move from heat.
Stir in soup: simmer uncovered 10 minutes. Stir in sour cream; heat through. Serve over noodles. Makes 5 Serving,
Armour Star
Equals A Chicken and A Half
Fresh Water
CATFISH STEAKS n th Bag) lb.
Half Or Whole Sliced
PORK LOIN Lb $1.29
Big John U.S. Choice Standing
BEEF RIB ROAST . . lb $1.79
Kuntry Fresh























WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMff
OPEN 7 AM to 11 PM
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!
Prices 28 Aro Oet.
ARDEN
FRESH PRODUCE!
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WHY TRADE AT SAY-RITE PHARMACY?
BECAUSE WE CARE ENOUGH to fill yew prescription
amity so reamed by your physician. Ti net refill yew
prescriptia mere times time your physician mats. And to ish
form you of ea possible side effects 'Owe you may experiosice
from the snedlontion.
BECAUSE WE CANE ENOUGH to ...hie a patioat welts
roosts' Of mediation token by all mensbors of yew
awl to kap • record of We imam &porn by your femaiy for
prescriptions.
BECAUSE WE CARE ENOUGH to hove OW pharaincy owns
nights nod Sunday to servo yew seas
WE AT SAT-RITE CO CANE we censiew ow prescription
i
deportaseat of utmost importance in our Imams' awl we cow
tinually strive to give to INN 'NAM' CINtOlINri lb. NNW 066011/
and ethically professional sorvice possible.































































































• Economical To Use
• Chosce Of Three Natural
Fragrances



























































Ohio Farmer Says Don't Want*The Cash'
HAMILTON, Ohio (AP) -
Farmer George Eaton may
not like money, but a jury has
ruled he must accept $24,750
from a utility company for an
easement across his land.
"Money is the root of all
evil," Eaton told Butler
County Common Pleas Judge
Fred Cramer. "It comes
between neighbors and
relatives. I think you can live
without it."
Eaton said he didn't mind
granting Cincinnati Gas &
Electric Co. a 7.4-acre
easment for power lines. He
just didn't want the money.
Ohio law requires a jury to
set a fair price for easements
if the owner cannot come to an
agreement on a price with a
utility.
Cincinnati Gas officials said
it was the first time an
agreement could not be
reached with a property
because the ownerowner















































































24 Mohammedan colloq 1 60 Crafty















distance 47 Note of
measure scale
26 Obscure 49 Cuts of meat
30 Deceived 50 Mans
32 Learning nickname
33 Repair 51 Den
36 Hit lightly 52 Abound
38Frupif 56 Consumed
41 Longs for 58 Swiss river
43 Physician 59 Falsehood
1 2 3 4 ' ;---5 6 '7
12



















34 I. 1 35 36
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40 41 .'.-.;12 43
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46 47 :• .4 4/3 49
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111 trI niter1 Feature Svndl, ate 114,
would not accept money.
Although Eaton didn't want
the money, his wife told




CHICAGO (API - Glen
Sacks, a jewelry salesman,
loaded two cases containing
1,000 diamond rings into the
trunk of his car. When he
slammed the trunk lid shut,
the engine started and the car
sped away leaving him
standing on the curb of a
downtown street, police said.
Sacks, 30, said he had
parked his car Monday
evening to go into his office to
get the rings, which he valued
at $150,000.
Someone entered the car,
slumped in the front seat, and
waited until the gems were put
in(o the trunk, police said.
Sacks told police he barely
caught a glimpse of the back
of the driver's head as his car
took off.
Sacks, who represents a
firm in New York City, said he




LOS ANGELES AP - Aus-
tralia's Ayers Rock, at 2 miles
long, 1,2 miles wide, and 1,100
feet high, is the biggest in the
world, reports the Rand
McNally -Traveler's Alma-
nac."
The rock was once known
only to aborigines, who left gal-
leries of cave paintings at its
base. The gigantic stone is now
a popular destination for tour-





Senate and House conferees
are trying to work out
differences in an abortion
measure that has threatened




session for today on the
question of when tax money
should pay for abortions after
Senate Majority Leader
Robert C. Byrd was quoted as
predicting a compromise
within 48 hours of the session.
On Tuesday, the House
rejected a Senate proposal
considerably more liberal
than its own.
The House, voting 252 to 164,
affirmed its position that
federal funds should pay for
abortions only when a
woman's life is threatened by
a full-term pregnancy.
A two-thirds Hpuse vote
w(ioild have been needed to
approve the Senate bill that
the government pay for
abortions in cases of rape,
incest or medical necessity.
Senate conferees had made-
the vote a condition for further
talks on the issue. House
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill on
Tuesday quoted Byrd as
predicting a compromise
within two days of the
renewed committee sessions.
The head of the Senate
conferees, Sen. Warren G.
Magnuson, 1)-Wash., said the
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abortions be paid for.
But he said the House would
be expected to approve
federal payments for
abortions when a pregnancy-
related disease threatened a
woman's life or when there
was a likelihood that a
seriously ill or deformed child
would be born.
The dispute is the only
stumbling block left for a
860.2-billion appropriations
bill to operate the
departments of Labor and
Health, Education and
Welfare for fiscal 1978.
Without congressional
approval, the two agencies
would run out of money
Friday, the end of the fiscal
year. A resolution to continue
spending at present levels
would then be needed for
payrolls to be met.
The leader of the House
conferees called the vote "an
additional weapon in our
arsenal."
Rep. Daniel Flood, D-Pa., a
vehement foe of expanding
federal abortion financing,
said the vote showed "the
strength of the House in
support of our position."
The vote came on a
resolution by Rep. Louis
Stokes, 1)-Ohio, instructing the
House conferees to accept the
Senate position. Stokes said he
introduced the measure
because most other fnembers
"wouldn't touch it with a 10-
foot pole."
Most objections to the
!!!
THAT'S PIGHT




'-50 HAVE A NICE FISH DINNER








NO (AN , YES, CAN.
NC CAN:11,
YES, YOU CAN'7 '




Senate language are based on
a belief that the term
"medical necessity" is broad
enough to allow abortions
under almost any conditions.
The National Abortion




Last year, the federal
Medicaid program paid $50
million for about 300,000




BROOKFIELD, Ill. (AP) -
Zoo officials have named a 4-
day-old female giraffe
Victoria after Victor, the
giraffe who couldn't get back
on his feet and died last week
in an England zoo.
"We received about 70
telephone calls and a dozen
letters asking that the baby
giraffe be a namesake for
Victor," Dr. George Rabb,
Brookfield's zoo director, said
Tuesday.
Victoria is the first offspring
of 4-year-old Carol and the
13th sired by 12-year-old
Shorty.
At birth she weighed over
100 pounds and was almost six
feet tall.
Bring a big appetite.
But don't bring
a lot of money.
Fish & More,.
‘.kt in our fabulous fish fillets
tender inside, crisp and
golden outside -plus fryes,
slav:. and hushpuppies Ask
for Fish & More a complete






711 South 12th Street
The Friendly Folks at Otasco




SEE OUR COMPLETE LINE OF MOM MAC WHEELS
FENTON WIRE BASKET PICTURED ABOVE
FREE MOUNTING AND ROTATION
WHEEL BALANCING AVAILABLE
POLYESTER CORD PLIES • FIBERGLASS
BELTS • 78 SERIFS DESIGN
• TUBELESS WHITEWALLS
2 ,f : r ':: .1









G78-15 42.97 2 61
H78-15 44.97 288
178 15 46.97 3 03
178-15 49.97 3 12
SEE OUR COMPLETE LINE OF UNIROYAL






SHOP AND SAVE AT OTASCO




THROUGHOUT THE SOUTH AND SOUTHWEST
••4 11%••.-limprs.
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like having a party line
to our entire circulation!



































































requested to check the
first inserhoo of ads for
correct,un T h s
ne.vspoper woll • be
responsible for only
one incorrect insertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMME DIA TE
L Y SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOT/FY US PROM










Waldrop or phone 753-
1712 after 4 p.m.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
2. Notice





















used paperbacks. Sell IL













is a way which seemeth
right unto a man; but
the end thereof are the
ways of death." Are you
sure your right, or does
it just seem right? To
make sure you are right,
read God's instruction
manual, The Holy Bible,
and be sure. Don't wait





arrest and conviction of
person or persons who
broke into C. W. Nance
residence, September 18
and took 22 single shot,
22 automatic
Remington, 2 shotguns.
1 high standard pistol
and TV. $200.00 reward.











Pursuant to the provisions of KRS 376.280 and
to satisfy a lien for repairs and storage in the
amount of $65.00 plus advertising e!:penses of
$6.16, I will sell to the highest bidder for cash for
the benefit of the lien holder, Parker Ford, Inc.,
a 1972 Ford Torino station wagon, serial number
F2H42H229024F. This motor vehicle is located at
Parker Ford, Inc., 7th and Main Streets,
Murray, Kentucky.
Bids should be sent to Max Parker, Box 618,
Murray, Kentucky 42071, before October 20, 1977,
at which time they will be opened and the highest
bidder notified.
Max Parker




WHAT WE do best is
care. NEEDI INF:, 753-
6333.
3 Ca,c1 Of Thanks
WE WOULD like to ex-
press our thanks and
appreciation for the
many acts of kindness,
and expressions of
sympathy shown us in
the loss of our mother,
Mrs. Ennis McDaniel. A
special thanks to Dr.
Charles D. Clark and the
nurses at the Murray-
Calloway County




Smith and Bro. Steve
Shappard for their
words of comfort, and to
the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home for their
concern and efficiency
in our hour of sorrow.
Charles T. McDaniel
and family, James C.
McDaniel and family,
I.W. Barnett and family,
Mrs. Clair Spicer and
family.
5. Lost And Found




LOST OR STRAYED 3
Pea Fowl hens If seen









Park Lane, Suite 269,
Dallas, TX 75231
EARN MONEY NOW.
Take orders for Lisa
Jewelry. Call for free
catalogs on toll free 800-
631-1258.
MANAGER CO-OWNER
Sonic Drive In, Murray,
Ky. Prefer family man.
$800 base starting salary
plus 25 per cent profit
sharing. Must be ex-
perienced in fast food
service, good
references, and willing




NEED BABYSITTER , in
my home. Call 753-8624
after 5 p.m.
$ 2 0 0 WEEKLY
POSSIBLE stuffing














for 3 month old baby. 9




I help. Call 489-211g.
A C1STOM cabinet
maker and finisher, also
house and remodeling
carpenters. Top men
onb, ood wages, see





velopes send self ad-
dressed stamped en-
velope plus 25 cents to
Fischer Enterprises,
Box 127 Eureka, South
Dakota .7)7437.
FX I'1-.R IENCED grill
f'"kends evening
',hat 1pply in person,
Aurora.
9. Situations Wanted
"A I .F STUDENT needs
111""•k illing to work
767-6785. Box




National concern has im-
mediate openings for several
peopile from the Murray-
Mayfield area. Must be sharp,
aggressive and free to travel
the entire U.S.A. No ex-
perience necessary, we
provide on the lob training. All
transportation with drawings
account. Above average ear-
nings and casual working con-
ditions makes this ideal for the
younger set. Apply only if free
to start at once.
Ss* Mr. Celherseen, Mayfield
Meier In, Item No. 7 Miry.
$O, Mayfield, Ky. Fridley,
Sept. 306 10:00 a.m. NO












No selling or experience
necessary, you will restock
beautiful displays with the
country's fastest selling
nationally advertised toys in
high traffic company
established accounts that will
be turned over to you. Your
reorders will be computer
processed by one of the oldest
and largest brand name toy
wholesalers in the U.S. This
offer is being made available
entirely by National
Marketing Services, and is not
directly or indirectly affiliated










Call Mr. Bell: Toll Free
anytime. 1-000-621-7725, Ext.
A121. Sunday calls accepted.
FOR RENT OR LEASE
- 40 x 63 ft. building.
Three offices with 2
bathrooms, one with
shower. Would make




WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioners. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.










ladder 5' $12.88, 6' $14.88,
16' $18.88, 20' $24.88, 24'
$32.88. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
NEW AND USED AIR
COMPRESSORS for
sale. Call Dill Electric,
753-9104 or 753-1551.
SEARS GARDEN tractor





to keep colors gleaming,
use Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."









heavy lined, 24" x 42",






15 Articles For Sale
SALE CLUB aluminum, 8






between 9 and 5 p.m.
SALE LAWN MOWER
72" cut 3L2 h.p. B and S
engine. $88.88. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
SALE - all fuel chimney,




QUEEN SIZE box springs














size, asking price $100.
Like new. Call 753-2359.
REFRIGERATOR 15'
Kelvinator avacado. No
frost. Three year old.
$100. Call 759-1323.
COMPLETE BEDROOM
suit, solid wood. Electric
guitar and amp.










cabinets. New and used.
19.50 and up. Large
stock. Must sell. Call
354-8619.
19 Farm Equipment
MF 300 COMBINE, corn
and bean header. $4700.
1967 Ford diesel truck 16
ft. grain bed, $2700. Call
489-2387 or 489-2298.





NEW IDEA one row corn
picker, $600. Call 436-







1957 CASE 400 diesel 60
horse with mower.
$1200. Call 437-4786 after
• 6 p.m.
CASE 660 COMBINE in
good condition. Call 753-
3288.
12 FT. International disc
model 370. $600. Call 1-
901-642-6159 after 6 p.m.
20 Sports Equipment
1969 14* Ebbticle
Runabout, 55 h. p.
Evinrude and trailer.
Can be seen at Mercy
Ambulance or call 753-
9333.
ALLEN COMPOUND
bow, 40-50 lb. pull.
Excellent condition. Call
753-2475 after 4:30 p.m.
18 H. P. EVINRUDE
outboard motor. Fuel
tank and gas lines. Can
be seen at Murray Bait
Co. Call 753-5693.
LIKE NEW girls 4"
bicycle. Training wheels
and basket. Call 753-
8894.
45 GOLF BALLS in good
condition. Sell for 15.00.
Call 759-1613 after 6 p
m.





organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across.
trom Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee.
SEVEN PIECE double
bass Ludwig drum set.
With stand and ac-
cessories. Will sell with
or without symbols. Call





Areal Costly None Ropes
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Nor owned sisd eporwled rote II
svers. Os not sip my ssollnct sea Isis
is finisitst







sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
TURKEYS for sale, also
older refrigerator. $40.







SALE BATH TUB faucets




SALE 6" STOVE pipe, 99
cents. Chain saw files,
all sizes 79 cents each.
Daisey BB's, 1500 pack
99 cents. Heat bulb 20
watt, $1.19. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
SALE CHAIN saw chains
le" or 404 pitch to fit 12"
bar, $8.95. 16" bar, $9.95,
20" bar $10. 95, 24" bar
$12.951! We also have
bargain in sprockets and








made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.









SEARS 7 FT. pool table,
like new, $200. 250
Yamaha dirt bike,
bought new in July, $500.
Woodburning stove, $50.




fireplace, 24 in. $199.95. z
Wallin Hardware, Paris.:
26 TV Radio
WANTED - Someone to
take up payments on 25"
color T.V. J and B Music
- Magnavox, 753-7575.
NEW 19" Color'
Magnavox TV for just
$15 per month or a total
of $399.00. J and B Music
- Magnavox, 753-7575.
T.V. SALE, T.V. Sale, T.
- V. Sale! Zenith is the
best and Sissons sells
them for less. Our prices
can't be beat. Come to
Sissons T.V. Sales and
see. We service what we
sell. Highway 94, 17
miles West of Murray.
Call 382-2174 or 382-2743.
27 Mobile Home Sales
10 x 50 house trailer on
100' deep lot. All hooked.;
up and ready to move
into. $5,000. Call 753-
7765.
FOR SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good con-
dition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p. m.
28 Heating & Cooling




29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for












RENT. 1200 sq. ft.




WIDOW WITH 2 sons
ages 19 and 9 years old,
needs a furnished or
unfurnished house or
apartment by October 1.
Please call 753-8412.





3465 or 759-1233 after 4.
Auction Sale
Every Friday night, 641 Auction House Paris Ten-
nessee. This week furniture, lamps, glass dishes,






Thai's., Oct. 6, 1977
1100 A. M.




Including Sons of Sir Williams Marathon. 'Sparty", Aman of Wye.
Black Revolution 2092, Black Revolution 1013, Blackcap Grandeur
2604, Columbus Adventur 310, Black Revolution 1301. Happyva le
Stud 46 Cows with Calves at Side
Froth the heart of the Waldbridge Herd. Daughters of "Big John,"
"Pipeline." "Hans," "Big John Jr," "Sparty, "Samson." Marshall
Pride 1101, Black Revolution 130, Black Revolution 620. Marshall
Pride 659, "Canadian Colossal" (CMS
All with calves at side and rebred to the power-packed of Walbridste
herd sire?
S OUTSTANDING BRED HEIFERS -No• best .41k. crop
For more information all
Brian Pendleton
606-854-6732











































































$150.00 month. Call 753-
4451.
ONE SMALL apartment
on waterfront lot for
rent. On Bloodriver
Lake. Electric heat and
air. $50 month. Call 436-
2427.





ments, South 16th, 753--
6609.
34 Houses For Rent
FOUR BEDROOM, 2




36 For Rent Or lease
PASTURE FOR RENT -




rent, pasture land also
available. Call. Mike
Bra,nnack 753-8850












Your choice of film or
heavy grade freezer
paper. Also grain fed






puppies. Six weeks old.
Three females. Call 753-
0475.
AKC DACHSHUND
female black and tan,
31/2 months old. Healthy
and playful. Call 753-
0491.
39 Poultry Supplies




tober 1. Highway 1828,







Thursday and Friday. 9-




1, 8:00 - 2 p. m. Old




South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7531851
CITY LIVING in a
country setting. 3
Bedroom brick with a
spacious interior and a
128' x 256' landscaped











home located only 1 mile
from Murray City
Limits on large one plus
acre lot. Concrete block
workshop and extra
outside storage building,
nice garden area, lots of
trees, shurbs and
flowers. A pretty picture
for pleasant living.
Priced in the low 30's.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222, for






LAYING HENS. Call 474- 
2301.
41 Public Sales
7 PARTY GARAGE sale,
508 Blair St., 2nd Street
behind new Murray
High School, Oct. 1 & 2.
The one you've been
waiting for. Antiques!
Antiques! Old wicker
table, vanity, buffet, old





glassware, clothes of all
sizes, baby bed and





sale. Men, women and
childrens clothing,
fabric, nick nacks and
miscellaneous. Friday
and Saturday. 9-5. One
mile North of Lynn
Grove.
GARAGE SALE,
Saturday October 1 at 8
a.m. 505'2 South 8th.
Couch and other items.
HEAD START Rummage
Sale, Saturday October
1, 8:00-2 p.m. Old





and until everything is
sold.
GARAGE AND yard sale,
Saturday 7 a.m. - 5 p.m.
on North 641 at C.E.
Cains, near Almo
Heights. Sponsored by
the New Concord United
Pentecostal Church.





BIG- FAMILY? A 4
bedroom, 21/2 bath home
in Gatesborough, has all
built-ins, carpet,
fireplace in family










about 6 acres, 7 miles
east off 94 on Hale Road.
Nice building spot near
Murray and Ky. Lake.
98 acres near lake, road
on two sides. Good
developing property or





1322 MAIN. Lovely older
home with style& grace.





This is the type home
everyone wants so give




and 20 acres just listed.
Frame home in lovely
wooded area with ap-
proximately 10 acres
tendable. Good location
8 miles northwest of
Murray. For more in-
formation .phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222. We are working
hard to provide the best




List Your Property With Us
585M. k. 7534161
IF YOU want a home
that's "different," let us






" basement. ..2 decks. A
very attractive home.
Priced in the low 30's.
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
753-1492.
70 ACRE FARM with
frontage on 2 roads, 60
tendable acres, tobacco
barn, all fenced with






FAIRVIEW ACRES - 3
bedrooms, 2 baths,
family room are only a
few of the features of
this quality built home
situated on an extra
large lot. Central heat
and air, over 2,000 sq. ft.
Priced in the 30's. Call





- his misfortune, your
good luck! Six room, 3
bedroom, brick veneer,
central heat and air, 2




$37,300. For more in-
formation, call or come
by 105 N. 12th Boyd
Majors Real Estate 753-
8080.
Purdina Thruman









Two of these lots are in
Circarama Subdivision
and owner want offer.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 for






494 Feet of street frontage % block of
See
Waldrop Real Estate
H. T. Waldrop Pete Waldrop
Broker 753-5646 Realtor
After Hours - 753-7149
43 Real Estate
FOR THE man with an
eye for business, here's




shop or 3 stall car shop,
and please your family
with a lovely 4 bedroom
brick. This property is
only 10 minutes from
town and well worth the
price. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.
44 Lots For Sale




45 Farms For Sale
37 ACRIN. about 23 ten-
dable, timber, building
site with well. $700 per
acre. Also 40 acres with
modern 3 bedroom brick
house. Near
Backusburg, 1+4 mile off
of Squire Adams Road
on Witson Creek Road.
&%----Relda Watson, No
phone calls.
46. Homes 7or Sale
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
frame home, 318 N. 7th.
Call 753-0170 before 5
p.m.
46 Hor.c.-, for Sate
FOR SALE by owner.
Four bedrobm brick, 1102
baths, fully carpeted,
kitchen-all built in




only. Call 753-2864 after 5
Q. M.
48 A ',1"ve Service
TIRE SALE: Truck load,
4 ply polyester white
wall premium grade. 12.





+ $1.74 FET: C78x13"
$18.94 + $1.94 FET;
E78x14" $2.30 FET:
F78x14" $21.15 + $2,44
FET; G78114 or 15"
972.38 + $2.60 FET; 
4-H78x15" $24.23 $2.85
FET; L78x15" $26.76 +
$3.13 FET. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.




SALE OIL filter, $1.49, air





A ckttosi Imams realms is derkills aka ol 21V, ams. TM ler*
yam Mae lies I badness. 2% bilk. Walk too. 81d1, loft r.
rift calrelml tam mambo its., ad limbo. Ilam aim MI* Isit•
Wham. maul asap Ills be beat alit, mills gasp laidegs La
m ibm al the mime detail the sake Ibis beau ad s rah.









Barbara Erwin  753-4136
Warren Shropshire .   753-8277
Noisier Miller  7$3-7519
Reuben Moody 753-9036
Nook 753-2317
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING
Just Listed,
A Real Buy
Ideally located just minutes from town. This 3
bedroom, 2 bath has many features you must
see. One acre lot with good well of water. Priced
right.
.0KOPPERUDREALTY
Ph. 753-1222 711 Main
This little Dream
Went To The Market
And we know you will entoy staying home in this
spotless 2 bedroom stucco. Recently painted and car-
peted. . 5 closets... electric heat., outside storage and
located on large 100 300 lot. Priced in the teens. You




Loretta Oohs - 7534079 IIII Parse - n3-8794
Helen Spann - 7534578 Mende 10"" .334601/
49 Used Cars & Trucks
19811 FORD truck with
good grain bed. Four 1
year old Jersey bulls.
Call 753-6968.
1974 LTD FORD 45,000
miles. Good shape.
Private owner. See at















Call 753-1713 from 8 to 5
p. m.
FOR RENT - New
economy car, full-size








1975 GRAND PRIX 35,000
miles. Double power and
air. New tires. Call 753-
9507.
197'7 CJ-7 Jeep Renegade,
power steering,' power




1972 MG MIDGET $1075.




and gas mileage. Call
753-4455.
1964 VOLKSWAGEN,








1976 LINCOLN town car,
loaded with extras.
40,000 miles. Call 753-
6017.
1962 PLYMOUTH slant 6,
a utom at i c . Good
mechanical condition.


















1974 260Z Datsun, mag
wheels, radial tires. AM.
FM radio. Phone 753-
1263.
1915 GRAND PRIX red
with white vinyl top.
Cruise control. Factory
tape. All power. $3795.
Call 753-4469 after 6 p.m.
1963 FORD FAIRI.ANE, 6
cylinder. 1964 Chevelle,
4 door, 6 cylinder. 1968







10. Long wheel base,
Power steering and
brakes, air and tilt
wheel. Red with black
interior. Radial tires.
Transmission needs
work. Call 354-6206 after
4 p. m.
49 Used Cars .1 Trucks
1974 PINTO. Good gas





between 5 and 7 p.m.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
1974 GRAND PRIX, AM-
FM stereo tape. Power
steering, air condition.





Starcraft dealer for both
travel trailers and fold
downs. 1978 models
arriving. We service




4 miles East of Murray
on Highway 94 East.
Call 753-0605.
171,,s' SELF CONTAINED



























home or industrial. Call














Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
on any type of furniture.




exterior. Also dry wall












decorative rock or stock
pile lime. Call 7534763
Roger Hudson, 753-4545.
INSULATION SAVES





FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor


















struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John










DO YOU NEED stumpi
removed from your 
yaror land cleared ol
stumps' We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leave*
only sawdust and chips
Call for free estimat*
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
MATURE LADY will stay
with elderly or sick in





Cpnipany Inc. Air con-







exterior. By the hour or




ficient service. NO job







care Teacher would like
to keep children in my
home. Call 753-2896.
CUSTOM CARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4x10. A 10' x




roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
dr. trim. Call Jack





•HOSPIT AL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE






R;ered, ready te sae. Or bury 11-11eld and sem. 
Complete mid
ready ft assemble $16 op te 24160 standard, but all 
precut airy she
iseedied. %op tie met dim cease ts Comma Suitt sad bay 
the best
flu less.
ioggnmsgmal310111 BUILT PROTA111.1 81/11.131145 753-0934
Dr. Charles L. Boulton
Chiroprador
Is pleased to announce his association
with the
MURRAY CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
903 Sycamore St. Murray, Ky.
Hours By Appointment
Telephone 753-9909
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Beverly Hills Crowd Was
'Flowing Into The Halls,'
Busboy Tells State Police
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP) —
Walter Bailey, the busboy who
alerted patrons of the Beverly
Hills Supper Club to a fire that
claimed 164 persons in May,
told Kentucky State Police
investigators the crowd in the
club's Cabaret Room was
flowing into the halls on the
night of th disaster.
After a waitress told him of
the fire, "I went to the hallway
that leads to the main bar
room and stood in the doorway
and told people at the bar to
get out as there was a fire,"
Bailey said in a statement
made May 31—three days
after the fire—to statt police
arson investigator Eugene
Roach.
A copy of the statement was
obtained Monday at Stat
Police Commissioner Ken
Brandenburgh's office.
Bailey said after he warned
people in the bar room of the
fire, "I saw people begin to
leave. I then went back toward
the Cabaret Room ( where he
had been working) and about
70 people were in the )
hallway waiting to see the
second show.
"In fact they were in the
hallway as I went toward the
Zebra Room the first time.
Even before I learned of the
fire I moved the podium out of
the way and moved the rope
stand to make ( the hallway
wider," Bailey said.
Baigey, who turned 19 last




Heights, not far from
Southgate, Ky., where the fire
occurred.
The Alexandria, Ky., youth
said he got up on the stage of
the Cabaret Room in the
middle of a comedy act to
warn patrons of the fire.
"My first objective was not
let the people panic or go back
toward the fire and I wanted to
point out the exits," he said.
"I took the mike from the
man on the stage and I turned
to the audience and said I
want everyone to see the exit
sign and pointed toward the
signs," Bailey said. "I told
people on my left side to go out
the main exit at the rear of the
room. I told the people on in
right to take the exit leading to
the chapel area. I pointed out
each exit.
"I asked them to leave
orderly and not to panic there
is a small fire at I. the other
end of (the ) building," he said.
A majority of the fire
victims w-ere in the Cabaret
Room waiting for entertainer
John Davidson to appear.
Estimates of the crowd in that
Murrayans To
Exhibit Works
Five Murray residents have
had work selected for the third
Fall Fair of the Kentucky
Guild of Artists and
Craftsmen near Berea Sept.
30-Oct. 2.
They are: Clara Eagle,
professor emeritus and
former chairman of the
Department of Art at Murray
State, silver p-ind jewelry: Dr.
Kent Fo ter, associat
professor of English a
Murray State, wood
instruments; Phil Phillips,
leather; Jeff Martin, pottery;
and W. Ed Watson, furniture.
They are among almost 100
artists and craftsmen from
across Kentucky selected to
display, demonstrate, and sell
their work during the
nationally recognized three-
day event at Indian Fort
Theater.
room vary from 800 to 1,300.
Officials have said the fire
started in electrical wiring in
the ceiling of the club's Zebra
Room, a smaller party area.
Nlany survivors of the fire
who were in the Cabaret Room
recall that Bailey's warning
was not immediately
understood by the audience.
Some apparently thought he
was part of the comedy act.
Bailey said after he spoke on
stage, -1 jumped unto a couch
in the pit area and shouted
to people to leave and shouted
to people were to go. I went to
the right door and beat. on it
and pulled it open and told
( the) light man to turn up
the light so people can get
out."
Bailey said he headed back
toward the Zebra Room "and
saw a clud of smoke coming
down I the hallway) toward
me. I saw Scott Schilling a
member of the family that
owns the club) run out of the
smoke. Others were running
also."
Bailey said he and others
left the building through a
garden exit but .:there is a
double door and a single door




SMITHLAND, Ky.( AP) —A
delay in construction of a
highlift dam here will cause
Ohio River traffic jams for
another three years at Dams
50 and 51, officials believe.
The high-lift dam was
scheduled for completion in
April, 1979, but has now been
rescheduled for August, 1980,




a health colnran from the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
When Girls
Starve Themselves
The skinny I6-year-old girl
sits toying with a bowl of
tossed salad. It is her only
meal for the day. She is
quick to tell anyone who will
listen how much weight she
has lust recently and the low
number of calories she con-
sumes daily. After it'few min-
utes, she leaves in a hurry
to hunt up a tennis partner—
while the unfinished salad re-
mains on the table. She has
anorexia nervosa.
Anorexia nervosa is a mys-
terious eating disorder found
mostly in teenage girls. The
anorexic. patient usually stars
dieting because of some per-
sonal setback, which can
range from a broken love af-
fair to a friend's offhand re-
mark about her appearance.
She soon becomes obsessed
with thinness and may lose
20 to 30 percent of her nor-
mal weight. But she feels fine,
thinks she looks terrific, and
will keep dieting until mal-
nutrition and starvation set
in.
The National Institute of
Mental Health supports a
three-facility study of the dif-
ferent ways to treat anorexic
patients. Programs at the
Illinois State Psychiatric In,
stitute and at the Universities
of Iowa and Minnesota in-
clude hospitalization to reg-
ulate the patient's eating
schedule and psychotherapy
and encouragement to help
the patient cope with her
problem.
Behavior modification is
also successfill in combating
anorexia neriosa. At the Il-
linois State Psychiatric Insti-
tute, patients go without
telephone calls and mail for
the first five days and must
gain a pound every five days
after that to earn those priv-
ileges. In a few weeks, they
must gain' two pounds every
five days to keep their privi-
leges. This improves eating
habits and usually results in
a patient's discharge from the
hospital.
•Each patient must weigh
in every day to keep track of
her progress. The more stub-
born girls will try to outwit
the scales by attaching
weights under their clothing.
or eating salt and then drink-
ing water.
If these girls refuse to eat
or to admit they have a prob-
lem, they will often be sent
to a general hospital to be
treated for physical decline.
And some will go to the
other extreme by losing all
appetite control and gorging
themselves on food. But many
girls return to their normal
weight and adopt a healthier
Researchers are still .not
sure whether the major cause
of anorexia is physical Or
pssehological. But they have
learned how to break through
the patient's resistance to
%%eight gain and believe this





DENVER (AP) — Jack
Swigert hopes to join the list of
astronauts who have moved
into politics.
The Apollo 13 ,astronaut,
who helped guide a crippled
spacecraft back from an
aborted trip to the moon,
announced Monday that he
will run for the U.S. Senate.
Swigert, a 46-year-old
bachelor from Denver, said'
last June he would seek the
Republican nomination for the
Senate seat now held by
Democrat Floyd Haskell, who
has said he will seek re-
election.
He delayed a formal
announcement until after his
resignation Aug. 31 as staff
director of the House SciencA
and Technology Committee.
Sens. John Glenn, fl-Ohio,
and Harrison "Jack"
Schmidt, R.-N.M., were both





— A judge who uttered "Oh,
for God's sake" because he
was fared by a fellow judge's
"unnecessary and inane
questions" is being replaced
on a state appeals court.
Judge Charles Galbreath,
52, appeared in the Supreme
Court building here Monday
wearing his robe only to find
his seat on the Court of
Criminal Appeals taken by
another judge.
Judge William Russell,
presiding member of the
threejudge panel, said he was
prompted to replace
Galbreath for remarks about
a colleague at appeared in a
Nashville newspaper.
Russell and Judge Martha
Craig Daughtrey accused
Galbreath of uttering "Oh, for
God's sake" while Daughtrey
was questioning an attorney
during !Fie court's session
Sept. 16 in Nashville.
Galbreath told the Nashville
Tennessean that he was bored
by "unnecessary and inane
questions by Judge
Daughtrey."
"I'm sure that I said 'for
God's sake' under my breath,
but for God's sake so what?"
Galbreath said. "If I've done
something so wrong that
makes me unfit to serve, I'd
like to know what I've done."
It was not the first time
Galbreath has lost favor with
his fellow judges.
Last year, the Tennessee
Judicial Conference joined the
appellate court in censuring
Galbreath for writing Larry
Flynt, publisher of the
sexually explicit Hustler
magazine, on stationary that
bore the names of all
members of the criminal
appeals court.
The letter was reproduced
in the July 1976 issue of
Hustler under the heading:
"Hip-Hip, Hooray, An
Unsolicited Letter from Judge
Charles Galbreath."
In it, the judge said he was
the only appellate judge he
knew of -who has officially




sex laws and government
censorship.
Heillaid later he would not
have used official stationary if
he had known the letterhead
with the other judges' names
would be reproduced in the
magazine.
While visiting Flynt in June,
Galbreath was arrested by
Columbus, Ohio, police on a
charge of jaywalking, and was
handcuffed and taken to jail.
That case is still pending.
Russell said Judge
Daughtry agreed with his
request to Judge Robert
Dwyer of Memphis, presiding
member of the entire nine-
member court, to replace
Galbreath.
Dwyer would not give his
reasons for replacing
Galbreath or say if he would
allow him to resume his seat
on the court.
Galbreath has challenged
Dwyer's right to remove him
and asked that any
accusations of wrongdoing be
forwarded to the proper
authorities for an
impeachment inquiry.
He said he was notifying
state Supreme Court Justice
Robert Cooper that he
considers himself on leave of
absence "until whatever
charges, as yet unknown to






( AP) — Actor Walter Pidgeon
has returned home to
recupetate from a blood clot
on his lung.
Pidgeon, who celebrated his
79th birthday this weekend,
left St. John's Hospital on
Monday. He had been
hospitalized since Aug. 4,
when he entered St. John's for
brain surgery and was forced
to stay when a clot developed
on one of his lungs.
"He's in very satisfactory
condition, and he'll be going
home to recuperate," said
spokeswoman Peggy Frank.
She said Pidgeon was cheerful
and had been given a small
party for his birthday.
FRIDAY IS DAY OF PRAYER
At First Assembly of God, S. 16th and Glendale
Do you have a need — spiritual, physical, or financial that only
God can take care of? Pastor Jerry Hendley and the congregation
of the church invite you to call 753-6695 between 7:30 a. m. and 8:00
p. m. Friday and someone will pray with you.
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Federal Savings & Loon
Family Shoe Store
Furches Jewelry

























Twin Lakes Office Products
Wallis Drug
Ward-Elkins
Western Auto
Winchester Printing
WNBS Radio
Porker Ford
